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NEWS OF THE GRANGES
Silver

live-year-old

as

sight.”

the grocery store for

in
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son

of Mr.

Harvest

Waldo, elected

Grange, No.

66, of

officers for 1921 at their I

regular meeting Dec. 16th, as follows:
Master, Isaac G. Sanborn; Overseer,
when he fractured the Barak A. Gurney; Lecturer, Julia Gurft leg just above the knee, ney; Steward, Henry Gurney; Asst.
to gather pine to make a
Steward, Murray Wentworth; Chaplain,
reath and meeting one of Isa Wentworth;Treasurer, Herbert Wentt! trucks wanted to show worth; Secretary, Ada Sanborn; Gate
t he had and was climbing
Keeper, Chester Poland; Ceres, Margie
ding to the street, when Gurney; Pomona, Illie Smith; Flora,
'i,e little fellow's danger
Thurza Herberts; L. A. S., Fannie Went,ur

E.

Stantial,

e” met with

but better

an

accident

to go back, but he in some
mider the wheel. Mr. and

exonerate the driver from
the accident.
..iter

ts. tl. £>.

been issued under the folEditor

igement:

worth; Executive Committee, H. K.
Gurney. This grange has held 28 meetings this year, with an average attendance

ot the

issue

Whiting, ’21;

in-chief,

on

assist-

Tolford Dur-

ary editors, Kuth Leman,
Black, ’22; Pearl Decrow,
ody, ’23; exchange editor,
Eleven of the fiftyiison.

;

levoted to

advertising,

in-

ally all of the stores, etc.
'be prize essays by Louise
rtlett Wadlin and original
Helen VVescott, Katherine
■

email, Kermit S, Nicker-

new mem-

the map.—A. F. Sanborn, Sec’y.
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IERA R. FORD
News has been received by Belfast
rie nds of the death of Ibra Ripley Ford
which took place Dec. 14th at his home
in

Brockton,

Mass.

He

was

born in Bel-

fast Oct. 3, 1884, the son of William R.
and Annie (Sayward) Ford.
His earlier
life

was

him

as

a

spent here and many remember
bright boy. The family moved

to Brockton

Besides
many years ago.
his parents he leaves his wife, Elizabeth
M. and a daughter, Elsie L. Ford, also a

sister, Mrs. J. H.

Black, Agnes Blanchard,

Raymond.

He

0 to go back across the years long

van-

Mrs. C. H. Shaw of Winthrop, Mass.,
is the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker, and family.

Hon.

Arthur

I.

Brown

will

leave

FIVE CENTS

Colonial Theatre

MRS. DAYTON F. STEPHENSON

Vienna M., wife of Payton F. StephenThose youthful rays of sunshine, Doug
MacLean and Doris May, will be our at- son, died Monday morning at their home
traction today, in their latest breezy on
High street after a long illness with
comedy, “Let’s Be fashionable.’’ This
time they are a pair of newlyweds and tuberculosis. Last winter she went] to
have an uproarious time
tiering to keep California and previously she had been
up with the hot pace at a jazzy summer to] Philadelphia, but received little or
no
resort. Don’t miss this one.
benefit
from the changes. She
was
“Sooner or Later," with Owen Moore born in North
Searsport June 1, 1866,
as the star, is the attraction Friday.
Lo- the daughter of
Peleg G. and Vienna
cal photoplay fans will find it much to
When a young girl she
their liking. The picture was made for Conant Warren.
laughing purposes only—and it is serving came to Belfast, where on Oct. 4, 1892,
its purposes. A maze of cases of mis- she married Mr.
Stephenson and their
taken identity keep things moving rapidwedded life has been prosperous and
ly from the first scene to the last and
through them all runs a pleasing little happy. She was always a devoted wife
love story.
and mother and enjoyed the love and
Our bill for Saturday is a William S. esteem of a large number of friends.
Hart production, “Sand!”
This is a She was a member of Aurora Rebekah
Paramount-Artcraft picture, and shows Lodge I. O. O.
F., and of Primrose
Mr. Hart in one of the Western roles
Chapter, Order of the Eastern Star. In
that have made him famous.
It’s a
mighty story of tbe struggle between recent years she attended the First
two men—one who was all “Sand” and Parish (Unitarian) church. Her husone who was all “dirt.”
band, their three children, Dr. Milton
Cecil B. DeMille’s latest
production, Cabot Stephenson of Belfast, Geneva“Why Change Your Wife?” is coming Frances, wife of Harold Burdeen of Wat"
Monday and Tuesday. If you have seen erviile and
little Eleanor Louise at home
“Male and Female,” “For
Better, For
Worse,” Don’t Change Your Husband,” also one brother, Elmer E. Warren o*
there is nothing that can be said that will Chelmsford, Mass., three
sisters, Mrs'
not sound weak beside your own remem- Laura
Brigham of Pasadena, Calif..
brance.
Francena Damon of Inglewood, Calif.,
-wny Gnange lour Wife?” is a story
of married life. It is staged in the rich Mrs. Alice Sweet of Philadelphia, Pa.,
and lavish manner of all the DeMille
and one half sister, Mrs. Theresa
proDamon,
ductions. Its leading players are Thomas
Bremerton, Wash., survive her. The
Meighan and Gloria Swanson, who played funeral
was held at her late home Wedthe leading roles in “Male and Female.”
Bebe Daniels, who scored such a hit in nesday at 2. p. m., Rev. Arthur E. Wil"Everywoman,” is also in the cast, as son of the First Parish church officiating.
well as a host of other
favorites, such as The bearers were Messrs. Eugene L.
Theodore Kosloff, the famous Russian
John A. Fogg, Ralph D. Southdancer, Sylvia Ashton, Clarence Geldart Cook,
worth and Marion E. Brown.
and Maym Kelso.
The story was written by William
DeMille, the scenario by Sada Cowan
and Olga Printzlau. It is a Paramount
HALLDALE.
Artcraft.

Thursday to spend Christmas in Mechanished,
ic Falls with his son, Arthur F. Brown
To have the words unsaid, the deeds
and family.
undone, the errors banished;
Miss Hope Dorman, a student at Dana
To be a little child again, whose page is
Miss S. Edith West, stenographer for
Hall, will spend Christmas with her Postmaster Murray of Boston, will spend
yet undimmed, unblotted by a stain;
J. Dorman.
Wilmer
father,
And in the sunrise of primeval glory,
Christmas in this city with her mother,
to know
Thomas W. Lothrop, Jr., of Harvard Mrs. E. E. West.
That life has had its start again.
Dental College is the guest of his parMrs. Alice W. Sweet returned Thurs*****
ents, Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Lothrop.
day to her home in Philadelphia after
I may go back across the years long vanClara B. Keating will arrive Friday spending two weeks with her sister, Mrs.
ished,
from Boston for a short visit with her D. F. Stephenson.
1 may resume my childhood, Lord, in
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George I. Keating.
Do you like Shirley Mason? If
James H. Howes will join Mrs. Howes
Harold Cole has gone to East Machias,
not,
Thee,
Mrs. Harry A. Babbidge, who is spend- for Christmas at the home of their there can be only one reason—you never
When in the shadew of Thy Cross are
Maynard and Dewey Hall are cutting
ing the winter at Kents Hill, was the re- daughter, Mrs. R. P. Whitman and fam- have seen her. The petite and pretty
vanquished,
Fox star is to open at this theatre on cedar for Newell White.
cent guest of her sister, Mrs. C. A. Paul. ily in Campello, Mass.
All evils that encompass me.”
Wednesday in "The Little Wanderer,"
Charlie S, Fiewelling of Easton visited
Mr. A B. Stantial was the speaker at
Miss Elizabeth Marsano, a teacher in described as
Misses Ora M. Danforth and Sarah
the romance of a dainty girl
the Men’s Forum last Sunday and pre- Robbins are at home from the Castine the Quincy, Mass., public schools, will from
nowhere.
And the photoplay is as friends here last week.
sented in a concise and admirable form Normal School for the Christmas vaca- arrive Friday to Bpend the holidays at
dainty as the star. Don’t miss it—if you
Mrs. Lizzie Ladd of Searsmont visited
the “Problems of the Farmers.” The tion.
her home in this city.
do you will regret the fact.
at A. F. Raynes’ last week.
discussion which followed brought out
Miss Helen Keech is spending a two
Miss Alice Parker, R. N., who is takOne very nomany interesting facts.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Drake of Albion
weeks’ vacation from her duties in the ing a post graduate course in Boston, is
ticeable feature was the stress that was
KNOX
is the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
office with relatives in Lowell,
were at C. A. Hall’s last Sunday.
put upon service. We are learning in telephone
Mass.
John Parker, for the holidays.
these days, as never before, the truth
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Clarke visited in
Mrs. Cora Vose is sick with the
that we are all bound together in the
Mr. and Mrs. Carl L. Noyes and the
Willard C. Jennys of Tufts Dental ColAlbion last Saturday night and Sunday,
bundle of life, and no man livelh to him- lege is spending the Christmas vacation latter’s son, Edward Clifford, returned measles.
self. The great test of life is to be, not with his parents, Dr. and Mrs. C. W. Monday night from a vacation trip inC. W. Colby is in Lewiston this wees,
Mrs. Betsey Ingraham is in Lewiston
how much money we can make, but how Jennys.
cluding visits in Boston and New York.
the State Grange as a delegate.
attending
the
attending
State
Grange.
can
we
best serve the community. The
Miss Annie L. Barr of the State LiRoyce Miller, a student at the Boston
Newell White and Leon Wiggin were
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. McNeil of
speaker for next Sunday will be Edward
Belfast
with
the
will spend Christmas University, is spending
holidays
in Waterville last Saturday.
Brassey-Brierly, subject: “The farmer in brary, Augusta,
Fred E. Miller visited at H. A. Shibles Sunday.
relation to the labor union and the con- with her parents, Capt. and Mrs. Thomas his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
in Belfriends
with
D.
Barr.
and
of Searsmont
Miss Addie Cross is in Searsmont for
sumer.”
Next Sunday evening there will be a
Henry Vose visited friends in Belfast
a few days at Chas.
Miss Mary E. Pierce of Boston will re- i fast.
Thompson’s
stereopticon lecture on “TurKey and the main over Christmas, the guest of her
Miss Melvina V. Parker of the Bangor
recently.
]
Great War.” The pictures will be color- mother and sister, Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce High school faculty is spending the holiShe has
ed, and the lecture promises to be one of and Mrs. Essie P. Carle.
days with relatives in Boston.
KWS&BBi
WtSF
the most interesting we have had. Everybeen the guest of her mother and sister
Frank.
a
senior
in
Waterman,
Colby
should
body
plan to be present. Strangers
in this city.
arrived
Saturday to spend
and visitors are cordially invited to the ! College,
Christmas with his parents, Mr. and
Joel E. Dodge of Boston arrived Monlecture and to all the services.
day to attend the funeral of his daughter,
The Christmas tree and Young People’s Mrs. John R. Waterman.
Miss Grace M. Dodge, which took place
Sociable will be on Thursday afternoon
Ralph Simmons arrived Saturday from at her late home in Lincolnville Tuesday
and evening instead of Wednesday, as the U. of M. to
spend the holiday vaca- at 10 a. m.
at
announced last week.
All young people tion with his
Value.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawinvited. Admission ten cents.
Walter Sargent, a special student at
rence Simmons, of Waldo.
the University of Maine, is spending the
Howard E. and Evan F. Wilson, WesSoldiers’ Bonus Checks Cashed.
The First Baitist Church.
Rev.
Christmas recess at his home in this city
C. Wood and Una Greenlaw arrived
ley
George C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
and is working for the American Express
from U. of M. to spend ChristSaturday
Christmas Club Checks Cashed
Cedar; telephone, 123-11. The services mas at their
company during that time.
respective homes.
of worship 10.45 and 7.30.
Bible school
B. H. S. ’24, who has
Roland
Gould,
at 12 o’clock.
Christian Endeavor at
Miss Edith C. Wilson, principal of the
been the guest for two weeks of Thomas
0.30
Thursday at 7.30 the mid-week Commercial Department of the Westboro,
Wadsworth at his home on Bay View
serv;ce. This week, “The Christmas that Mass., High school, will arrive
Friday to street, has returned to his home in Linthat
and
that
is
to
is
the spend the Christmas vacation.
was,
is,
be,”
colnville for the Christmas vacation.
theme
The people are earnestly invited
Miss Ruth Knight, a student at Wheatto be present. At 10.45 Sunday morning
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Turner of Allstoa,
there will be a spec al program of music on College, Norton, Nass., arrived Wedarrived Monday to remain over
Mass.,
to
spend Christmas with her the
by the enlarged chorus, with Mr. Par- nesday
holidays as guests of Mr. and Mrs
F.
Mrs.
Sarah
Knight.
quette, leader, and Mrs. Snow, organist. mother,
w eather permitting,
Bernes O. Norton,
The children are greatly desired at this
us
Principal Louis J. West of the Water- they plan to spend a few days at their
service and the public is cordially invited. ville High
school, formerly of Belfast, Northport cottage.
a
At 7.30
service that will delight every went to Boston Friday afternoon to
pass
and use these as cash.
Mrs. M. L. Clements of Waldo, who
i
assortment to
one
has been prepared. The “Lovely the holiday vacation with friends.
has been visiting her son, Harry ClemScenes of Bethlehem” will be presented
select
from
CHRISTMAS
for
PRESENTS.
Mrs. V. L. Hall left recently to visit ents of this city, left Saturday for Lynn,
with the aid of the chorus choir and orchestra. The story of Christmas will be ; her niece, Mrs. Harry Dale and family in Mass., where she will spend the holidays
Mr. Hall will leave and later she will go to Jersey City, N.
told in living pictures and in Scripture Wollaston, Mass.
and song. The first scene opens with the Friday to join her for over Christmas.
J., for the remainder of the winter.
chorus, “Day is Dying in the West," and
The Mam Street Clothiers. Belfast.
Mrs. Donald S. Clark, who has bejn
Mrs. Harry A. Foster, who has been in
\
then is heard in the distance the duet, the guest for two weeks of Mr.
Clark’s Portland during the past week for surgi“We Would See Jesus,” expressive of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Clark, cal treatment, returned home Saturday
the longing in many Hebrew hearts of left
Miss Frances A. Sargent, who
Monday for her home in New York. night.
old. The Scripture reading unfolds the
her to Portland, will spend
Miss Marian Waterman, who teaches accompanied
story of the appearance of Joseph and
the Christmas vacation with relatives.
Mary at Bethlehem for enrollment. They Latin in the Gardiner High school, arriv
Miss Tressa Emerson, a student at
find no place in the inn, and the humble I ed Saturday to spend Christmas with
stable is made to shelter the Madonna. j her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John R. Wat- Syracuse University, who is making a
!
erman.
In this scene a beautiful solo is sung,
specialty of painting, is ihe guest of her
Miss
Emerson.
F.. tl.
Mrs.
“No Room in the Inn,” by Mr. Parquette
Miss Grace Hazeltine, a student at mother,
Emerson has a few of her paintings with
and a duet sung by Mary and Joseph: Miss
Capen’s school in Northampton,
“My Father Knows.” The scene closes Mass., is spending the Christmas vaca- her, adding materially to the pleasure of
with the soft chanting: “Holy Night.”
tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben her friends.
The second chapter of the story opens Hazeltine.
with the Bible story of Midnight on the
After
SEARSMONT.
of diviCapt. Hall F Hoxie of Houston, Texplain of Bethlehem. The chorus sings
“Joy to the World.” The shepherds ap- as, arrived last week to visit his family
dends
stand
in
out
like
this
a
mounHoxie and
city. With Mrs.
pear and are seated on the ground. The
We have much pleasure in welcoming
descriptive choruses: “While Shepherds children, David, Thomas and Margaret, to our community Dr. and Mrs. Manning
tain
over
he
left
of
a
for
or
visit
with
his
Saturday
any
I Watched Their Flocks,” “Glory to God
parC. Moulton, into whose home has come
in the Highest,” and “Christians Awake” ents in Waterville.
since their arrival f rom Portland, a little
While the shepherds go to find
follow.
Hayward Pierce of Frankfort has been
the Saviour then follows the number: in Belfast the
Dr. Moulton has rented the
daughter.
week
on business.
past
He
1 “O Little Town of Bethlehem."
will spend the winter in Yuma, Arizona, Levenseller house, telephone 23-2. His
The third scene opens with a picture of where his
And if so—if you want
parents, Hon. and Mrs. Albert practice as a physician promises to be
the humble stable, Miss Morris taking Pierce are now
living.
the part of the Madonna. The Scripture
both extensive and successful, while his
ed
not
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Peavey and geniality is already winning him many
story is recited and a number by the
The town of Searsmont has
chorus follows: “Hail to the Lord’s An- j family, formerly of this city, who re- friends.
some of your
in
Central
nointed.” A group cf children join the I cently moved to Greene, are now in Lew- been seeking a resident physician for
Christmas scene and sing: “Away in a iston for the winter and are pleasantly several months and believes persistency
Maine
Power
7%
and patience are now amply rewarded.
Manger,” by Luther. Now comes the located on Horton street.
ladies’ quartette, “I Love Him,” by FosRev. and Mrs. Harry H. Upton and
At the M. E. Church on Sunday, Dec.
ter. The shepherds enter and kneel, and little daughter, Sheila
Mary, of Spring- 19, was observed (in place of Tuesday,
rising tell their story of wonder. They vale will arrive today to remain over the Dec.
21) The Landing of the Pilgrims. A
return to their flocks glorifying God.
holidays with Mrs. Upton’s mother, Mrs. suitable address and patriotic music
The fourth scene depicts the coming of Flora S. Hayes, and other relatives.
to sell at
a
were features of the service. On Christthe wise men from the East. The ScripMiss Mabel C. Swett will arrive Fri- mas day there will be a short service at
ture story is read and the star flashes
as it did
the war,
10.15 a. m.
On Sunday, Dec. 26th,
out. The chorus sings, “With Gladness day from Brunswick, where she is stenChristmas music and special Christmas
Men of Old.”
The wise men appear ographer in the office of the Pejepscot
the
the war. It conwar,
and will spend Christinas sermon, at 10.15. At 7.15, attractive
bearing gifts. A baritone solo is sung: Paper Co.,
Christmas exercises will be given, con“We Three Kings of the Orient.” They with her parents, Capt. and Mrs. C. B.
to
pay
sisting of music and recitations by the
worship the Saviour, present their gifts Swett.
children and young people of Searsmont
ana wun appropriate solos tell their story.
as
it
Miss Susan Gillin, R. N., who has been
since
the
was
Church, Sunday School and Day Schools.
When they have finished there is heard superintendent at the Tapley
Hospital A special collection is earnestly solicited
the tender far off refrain, “Saviour, Thy ! for some time, has taken a leave o£ abas it
of
for The Deaconess Hospital fund.
Dying Love.” The scene closes with an sence and will spend the winter with her
inspiring chorus by the choir and orches- father, Hon. Patrick Gillin of Bangor,
for all time to come.
tra, and the triumphant hymn, “O Come who is the senator at Augusta from Penall ye Faithful.” The public is cordially obscot county.
invited.
Miss Ethel L. Frost, who recently unIf
On Monday evening, Dec. 27th, there derwent an
suits you,
not
operation at the Baptist Hoswill be a festival for the boys of the
pital in Brookline, Mass., and has since
church and Sunday school and on Satur- been
Maine Power
visiting relatives in
-ATday alternoon a festival for the children Mass., is now the guest ofMarblehead,
her sister,
7%
and their mothers.
Mrs. William Hall in Waterville. Her
mother, Mrs. Lena H. Frost of this city,
First Parish (Unitarian) Church. and
daughter, Miss Emma L. Frost of
Rev. A. E. Wilson, minister. Preaching
Thomaston, will also spend Christmas in
service at 10.45 a. m. Christmas SunWaterville.
BELFAST,
day will be observed Dec. 26th, with a
Richard Shaw of Belfast, who has been
talk to the children as a prelude to the
in Japan for some time with the Intera
sermon, sermon subject, “The Hope of
national Banking Company, has been
the Ages.” Musical program:
(of which the Penobscot Bay Electric Co. is a part)
;
ordered to Hong Rong, China. Mrs.
Chicken dinners
Organ Voluntary, Cujus Animam,Rossini Shaw and their infant
$1.25
son, Frank Hazel“Behold
I
Anthem,
bring you Good Tid- tine Shaw, with Miss Louise
Augusta, Maine.
Week
meals $1
Hazeltine of a
‘“W.”
Churchill this city, who has been their guest for
a
Anthem, “While Shepherds watched some
time, have engaged passage to retheir Flocks by Night,”
Smart turn to Belfast next
Mrs. Shaw
JONES &
Organ Postlude, Gloria from 12th M... has been seriously spring.
ill. but is now imMozart proving.

$50 Liberty Bonds
Cashed

_

assistant edi-

Parker, ’21;

manager, J.

It has taken in 16

of 19.

bers by initiation as well as having reinWe are
stated and reafiiliated 9 others.

Nickerson, ’22; business
.’oil S.

CHURCHES

PERSONAL

mptly at 2.45. Program:
Hopkins; Ranch Life in fuel and heavy clothing were easily
Field; San Antonio, Miss placed on the conservable list giving all
more faith in the adage that vox populi
vox Dei.
Our friends South and West
:i Coombs, one of the leadfor
the
winter
send back glowing acfancy goods dealers in Belcounts of conditions with them.
From
pht the Charles F. Swift
one on the Pacific coast we have the
bushis
of
place
adjoining
Mr. Swift re- following delightful word picture: “We
:,ic Temple.
have a pleasant bungalow in a very
most honorable and life long
charming locality quite close to the
er and will continue, it is
ocean.
Huge palm and date trees line
each side of the avenue while scarlet gercars to come to enjoy the
aniums and many tropical flowers make
friendship of many. Mr.
everything look bright and summery.
s
charge January 1st con- We just love to watch the sunset over
grocery

THE

_

ss

C»«;

1920.

Wescott, Mrs. Bickey, Mr. GoodPERSONAL.
Miss Davidson, Organist.
#
Monday evening with a large attendance
L. Stevens will have
Mrs,
Eugene
North congregational Church.
Miss Lancy, a student at the Univerincluding the children of the members. Rev. A. C
charge of the decorations.
Elliott, pastor; parsonage, 26
The children of the church school will sity of Maine, is the guest of her sister,
The remarks by Dr. George E. Morgan High street; telephone, 157-4. Morning
have their Christmas party at 4 o’clock Mrs. N. S. Donahue.
on the origin and significance of
Christ- worship at 10.45. Church school at noon. Saturday afternoon, Dec. 25th, in the
Mrs. Frank McCrum and little son
lecMen’s Forum at 12.15.
mas were instructive and
church parlor.
entertaining. ture at 7.30. Mid weekStereopticon
Ralph returned Tuesday from a visit
devotional serEach child was given candy, pop corn vice
with relatives in Boston.
Thursday at 7.30 p. m
Methodist Church. People’s Methand oranges which were delivered by a
The church was very prettily and artis- odist
Mrs. J. G. Paul left Monday for an exChurch, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
veritable Santa Claus.
Later the older tically decorated with wreaths and flow- pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; tele- tended visit with her son, Prof. Charles
ers for the service last Sunday, and a
E.
Paul and wife in Chicago.
phone, 213.11. Sunday morning preachpeople were served candy and pop corn. very
large congregation was present. The ing, 10.45; Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
Mr.
and Mrs. R. W. Cunningham will
News has been received here of the entire service was in keeping with the service at 7.30. Prayer
meeting this, leave
today to spend ChristmaB in Pittsengagement of Miss Marian MacMullin Chiistmas spirit which is moving in the Thursday, evening at 7.30.
field with Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Marden.
hearts of the people and manifesting itself
and Henry Cameron Eldert, Esq., both ! in
so many ways.
The solo, response,
The regular services will be held at the
C. C. Pineo will arrive Friday from
f New York city.
Miss MacMullin is hymns, sermon and talk to the children
Universalist church Sunday with ser- New York to spend Christmas with his
the daughter of the late Robert Burns were all appropriate to the gladsome sea- mon at 10.45 a. m. by Rev. William
family at their home on Miller street.
son when the
spirit of good will seems to Vaughan. The choir will have a special
and M. Belle MacMullin of 154 West
Caroline Havener, a student at Westpossess the hearts of men. Christmas is musical program.
The
school
Sunday
73rd street and the great-granddaughter the
children’s time, and it was good to will meet at noon. The Third Maine will brook Seminary is the guest over the
of the late Charles Treadwell of Belfast, see so many young people
holidays of her aunt, Mrs. Cecil Clay.
present, and be special guests at this service.
note their evident enjoyment of the pas
a former owner of the residence now the
Albert Fogg is at home from Kents
tor’s talk specially prepared for them. It ]
Services at Mason’s Mills church will Hill
Wayside Tea House. She has been for is to be
Seminary to spend the holidays with
suspectrd that the older folks— be held Sunday at 2 p.m. with preaching, his
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Fogg.
parents,
years the summer guest of Miss Maude who after all are
a
only children of larger followed by the Sunday school.
E. Barker.
Mr. Eldert is a prominent growth and a wider experience—also en- i
Mrs. Harold Burdeen arrived Saturday
joyed it, judging from the smiling faces
from Waterville called by the critical illNew York lawyer.
seen on all sides.
ness of her mother, Mrs. D. F. StephenWell, it is good for us
Thus far December
has furnished all to become children again in spirit, for
son.
weather more like April than mid winter. we have sinned and grown old. But sureE.
Knowlton
left
Charles
on
a
Mr. and Mrs. Norman S. Donahue and
Friday
It is feared we may have a Christmas ly the Incarnation teaches us the wonder- business
their guest, Miss Ardis Lancey, will
trip to Boston.
ful possibilities of Divine Personality, and
:
without snow, tut only time can tell
with relatives in Hartopens up to us the opportunity of becomHerbert H. Stevens has returned from spend Christmas
that.
The Maine Farmers’ Almanac ing “as little children’’ and commencing a short business trip in Boston and vicin- land.
life anew under our Heavenly Father’s ity.
says that Tuesday, Dec. 21st, was the
Miss Margaret M. Mitchell, teacher of
love and care. Perhaps some of us longmusic in the public schools, is spending
shortest day of the year and there will be
Mrs. Charles Clark of North New
ing for “the dear dead days beyond rethe Christmas vacation at her home in
which will be call” and
no increase until Sunday,
sighing for the lost ideal of our Portland is the guest of her parents, Dr. Old Town.
Mrs.
and
C.
W.
Jennys.
High-priced childhood as we say:
only one minute longer.
a

supper, program and Christmas tree last

susan

MAINE, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 23,

was

of Brockton

a

member
Aerie of Eagles.
Lenore Thompson, Ruth The funeral took place Thursday at the
nnifred Thompson, David home and interment was in Melrose
i: ii G Greenlaw.
cemetery.
■.

Market

BUY

YOUR

CLOTHING and FURNISHING GOODS
of

at 20 percent reduction
Splendid

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,

Unfailing Dividends!

Used Cars
1—1920
1920

Touring, with starter.
Runabout, with starter;

mileage low.
1—1920 ton truck, equipped with
combination passenger
and

freight body.
1—1917 touring.
1 —1914 touring in
good condition
1—1919 coupelet, new paint, fully
warranted to be in firstclass shape.
1 little roadster in good
shape.
B. O.

NORTON,

Ford Sales and

Service Station

Belfast, Maine.

Young
|

j

and

Fowl
Chickens

PERRY’S

all, doesn’t certainty

today

question

speculative possibility?

yield uninterrupt-

and safety unquestioned—why

place

OU

MARKET

savings

Company

Preferred

Stock?

This security continues

share, just
through
tinues
has

—just

OH-.

high
high yield

since
dividends unfailingly—just
first share
issued

gives high promise

62% and SAFETY
invest in Central
Preferred Stock?

WINDSOR HOTEL
$1.50

plate.
plate.

plate.

Sunday
day

WHITTIER,

Proprietors.

$107.50

before

doing

why
Company

Central Maine Power Company

j

_

ions of the Department of the Interior.
We think Congress will establish a Department of Public Works and that the
1920
Dec.
23,
Belfast, Thursday,
Department of the Interior is living in its
last days.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
Senator McCormick’s bill also proposes
The Republican journal Pub. Co. the'creation of another new department
to be known as the Department of Public
A. 1. BROWN. Editor.
Welfare. We do not think the majority of
our people will favor this.
They believe
Advertising t erms, t orone square, that the plum orchard should be thoroughcents
for
50
one inch length in column,
ly pruned and properly cared for before
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent
any new trees are planted or any more
insertion.
In advance, grafting is done.
Subscription terms.
12.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50centsCHRISTMAS CLUBS
or three months.

The Republican Journal
■

_____

—

FOR CHRISTMAS

QUOTATIONS

“There’s a song in the air,
There’s a star in the sky,
There’s a mother’s deep praver
And a baby’s low cry.
And the star rains its fire
While the Beautiful sing
For the manger at Bethlehem
Cradles a King.”

The Christmas Club plan has been in
successful operation for several years.
About 3,000 banks had clubs this year
and the accumulated savings amounted
to about $110,000,000. The saving of
money in this way has increased each
year and we believe it will continue to
increase.

The interest

allowed

on

the

JILL HIS AILMENTS
DISAPPEARED

RTOPEN A CHRI5TAAS^3

When Ho Tiled “Frult-a-Dres"
or Fruit Uver Tablets
Mount Belknap Hotel,

Lakepobt, N.H.
"At 70 years of age, chronic Constipation was causing me to suffer with'
distressing Headaches, Dizziness andl

Indigestion.
I believe I have taken more medicine than any half-dozen people In
town ; but nothing did me good until l
tried ‘FnatOrtives’.
Right away I could see their good
effects. After taking them for three
months, my bowels were regular,
and the other ailments disappeared”.
FRANK A. HALE.
60c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25o.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIYE3
Limited, OGDENS3URG. N. Y.

Thrift and Saving
p®/
|is

deposits is, in most instances, four per
“To get what you have been wishing cent. The profit to the banks is no greatfor is pleasant, but to get what you have er than it should be. At the close of the
not been sure of, makes the pleasure
year the savings are helpful to business
tingle.” |
if spent for Christmas presents, and if
added to other bank deposits it soon finds
“Let ’em stir de house up,
De racket good ter hear.
SPRINGS
its way to the markets of the country.
Dey can’t be Christmas chilleji
The Christmas Clubs promotes and enBut one time in de year.
Mrs. Everett Staples has returned
courages economy, and this, of itself, is
Ol’ folks say de tumult
Rob ’em ob dey res’,
worth much to every depositor and as an from a stay of several days with friends
But de rosy folks dat like it
example is worth much to the commu- in Bangor.

t

needs money for Christmas. Join our Christmas Club,
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS for everyone. Join our Christmas Club.
Make your Christmas a merry one. Join our Christmas Club.
YOUR COAL BILL must be paid next Winter. Join our Christmas Club.
INSURANCE POLICY PREMIUMS coming due next Winter? Join our Christmas Club,
DOCTOR BILLS are heaviest in Winter. Join our Christmas Club.
INTEREST ON YOUR MORTGAGE coming due next Winter? Join our Christmas Club,
GET MARRIED in the Yuletide season. Join our Christmas Club.
Give your SWEETHEART a REAL Christmas present. Join our Christmas Club.
An opera without music is like a moneyless Christmas. Join our Christmas Club,
GET THE HABIT. Join our Christmas Club.
SEND HER A CHECK for Christmas. Join our Christmas Club.
CHURCH MEMBERS, pay off your Church mortgage. Join our Christmas Club.
If $50.00 is not enough, open several accounts. Join our Christmas Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Newlywed, Baby will want a Christmas tree. Join our Christmas Club.
Every wife needs money for Christmas. Join our Christmas Club.
SANTA CLAUS’ advance agent says, “Join our Christmas Club.”

Every

_

STOCKTON

Is de sweetest an’ de bes’.
Don’ yer make no trouble
For dem liF folks ter bear,
Dey can’t be Christmas chillen
But one time in de year.”

Melvin Small is in Trundy’s black-

nity in which he lives.

smith’s shop doing job work in the wheelId the Republican Journal issued eighty-

—

‘“Be at peace with yourself and you will
be at peace with all the world.”

five years ago this present month we find
the following in the editorial column:
A SCREAMER

wright line.
Mrs. Nettie Smart of Winterport was
recently, the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. H. L. Hopkins.
in town

J. Stanley Wardwell, who has been in
Many serious accidents happen by
of cattle getting upon railroads town for several weeks, has gone to
More than nineteen centuries have and thus throwing the cars from the Bangor where he has employment.
He
passed since the Star first shone over track, killing the animals and not un- was accompanied by Mrs. Wardwell.
death
to
maiming or causing
Bethlehem. Generation after generation frequently
Alvah C. Treat, chairman of the board
those in the cars. On the road leading
has been born, lived, toiled and died since from Niagara Falls to Buffalo the Loco
of assessors, went to Augusta to attend
THE STAR STILL SHINES

means

the three wise

men

beheld the dawn of

that first Christmas morning.
hour since then

an

has that

Not for

Star,

the

Hope of an Eternal Future, failed to light
the way of humanity to better living.
The Star still shines and its

today,

are

followers,

millions.

“This is the day which the Lord hath
we will rejoice and be glad in it.”

made;

We wish the readers of The Journal a

Merry Christmas.

\ri

2fl

essential to good citizenship

more

motive has one contrivance of a most the
asssessors’ convention, accompanied
It carries a brass
peculiar character.
Mrs. Treat remained in
whistle which is blown by the steam by Mrs. Treat.
whenever any animals come upon the Bangor for a stay with her sister, Mrs.
track or a cross road is passed. No wbrds J. F.
Gerrity, for a few days.
can describe the shrill, wild and unearthJohn C. Gordon is advertising a closly sound produced by this arrangement.
In going through the woods the noise is ing out sale of liis stock.
Mr. and Mrs.
and
it
can
be
heard
peculiarly startling
Gordon came here from Pittsfield a numfor miles.
A backwoodsman who heard it for the ber of years ago and many friends will
first time screamed with delight.
regret this indication of their intention

woman

to depart.

AN EXCELLENT APPOINTMENT

PREPARING TO CLEAN HOUSE

Ora Clements of Monroe, a valued
Governor-elect Parkhurst has chosen
member of the carpeuter shop force at
It is said that Senator McCormick will Mr. Gilbert R. Chadbourne as his private
the Stockton yard for a number of years,
introduce a bill to abolish the Department secretary. Mr. Chadbourne is well qualihad the misfortune to mangle his hand
He will serve the
of the Interior and establish in its stead a fied for this position
with a buzz saw recently. After receivwith
and
Public
Works.
The
Governor
and
the
of
public
ably
proDepartment
iVn o
ing first aid he was taken al
posed bill provides also that in addition discretion.
county hospital for expert surgical atto the needful work now done by the DeIt is well known that a Senate commit- tendance and care.
partment of the Interior the new departtee has been investigating all matters
The big 4 masted schooner Alcaeus
ment shall take over the designing and
relating to the production, transportation Hooper will go overboard on Friday, the
the
and
of
public buildings
constructing
and sale of coal for the purpose of ascer- 24th, according to the word given out at
Coast Guard, both of which are now attaining whether or not there had been the office of the Stockton Yard, Inc.
tended to by the Treasury. The improveprofiteering. This committee has made a The Hooper is the sixth schooner in the
ment of rivers and harbors and the Lake
report in which the committee declares series and is about 100
tons larger than
Survey and the Waterways Service now that profiteering has existed and has conin charge of the Secretary--of War are tinued unchecked by the Department of the Maurice R. Thurlow, registering 1,202
also to be taken over. These proposed Justice and is a national disgrace. The tons with a dead weight capacity of
report urges the department of justice to about 2,100 tons.
This vessel holds the
transfers are appropriate but are not of
prosecute all wrong-doers, but expresses record for
size of all the long line of
howis
important,
vital importance. It
no hope that this will be done under the
We need more crafts which have gone into the waters
ever, to effect a reorganization of the present administration.
drastic laws against grafters and there is of Stockton harbor since the Endeavor
has
which
Interior
the
of
Department
a greater need of a change in the personof 80 tons was launched from the sand
been jogging along in a rut of routine for nel of the Department of Justice.
beach of Sears island in 1793.
The first
several years, and it is probably wise to
vessel built in Stockton was the Seven
Transfers in Real Estate
get rid of it with the hope that a depart- j
Friends in 1802.
ment may be organized which will do I
The following transfers of real estate
more and better work and will use less
The ladies of Bethany Chapter, O. E
red tape. For several years State legis- were recorded in Waldo County Registry
S.,
presented their entertainment in
of
Deeds
for
the
week
ending Dec. 16,
latures, Congress and heads of depart- j
Denslow hall to a packed audience of
1920:
ments, State and National, have been
nearly all “home folks.” Considerable
Willis E. Berry, Wethersfield, Conn., to
inclined to provide for doing new work
Julia E. Levenseller, Searsmont; land and surprise was expressed that there were
by creating a new board, bureau or com- buildings in Searsmont.
so many people left in
town, so great is
mission to do it, and frequently the work
F. Cunningham, Liberty, to Leslie F.
the contrast of present conditions with
has been of little importance and very Hurd, do.; land in Liberty.
the war-time boom.
The stage program
George S. Sargent, Searsport, to George
expensive.
C. Cilley, Portland; land and buildings in was well carried out and very enjoyable
On the fourth of March, 1913, the work
Searsport.
to the crowd, w ich lingered after the
of the Department of the Interior was in
Lillian M. Perry, W interport, to Amclose and passed a social hour or two,
brose
land
in
sul-divisions.
of
Stubbs, do.;
eight
Winterport.
Today
charge
liberally patronizing the refreshments
Guilford
D.
to
Pendleton, Islesboro,
there are fourteen and the war did not
Cecil Pendleton, do.; land and buildings table, the fortune teller and indulging in
add materially to the work done except in Islesboro.
in the Pension division. The office of
Indian affairs has been for many years
one of the divisions of the Department of
the Interior at the head of which was a

Commissioner who had
force.
ion

a

large clerical

The Commissioner has six Divis-

Chiefs,

each having certain work to

do and each having a very large force on
his division. The debates in Congress

Emma M.

Dodge, Islesboro,

to George

Rolerson, do.; land in Islesboro.

Elizabeth E. Knowlton, Belfast, to
Maurice W. Lord, do.; land in Northport.
Joseph S. Mullin, Lincolnville, to Lucy
Robbins, Portland; land in Lincolnville.
Henry H. Maddocks, Monroe, to Robert
P. Smart, do.; land and buildings in Monroe.

Patrick Coady, Orono, to George E.
McLeod, Bangor; land in Freedom.
Charles F. Bessey, Thorndike, to Jeflast winter showed plainly that the manferson Eldridge, Jackson; land and buildagement of the Indians was careless, ings in Jackson.
wasteful and inefficient. A large amount
Andrew W. Heal, Lincolnville, to Harry
of useless work is done and much useful S. Baker, Brooklyn; land and buildings in
Lincolnville.
work is not done. As long ago as 1869
GeorgeH. Whitney, Northport, to FanIndian
a Board of
Commissioners was nie C. Whitney, do.; land and buildings
established. At that time this board was in Northport.
Fred E. Chandler, Houlton, to Katherneeded and was helpful. It is still in exine E. Biather, Boston; land and buildings
istence and is a piece of official machinin Swanville.
The
ery as out of date as a blunderbus.
Abram Sansom, Searsmont, to Herbert
has
board
nine
members. The S. Smith, do ; land in Searsmont (Two
present
chairman is a resident of Philadelphia, deeds.)
George Pierce, et als., Frankfort, to
two of the members are from WashingHayward Pierce, do.; land in Frankfort.
was
from
Mohawk Lake,
John C. Blanchard, Searsport, to George
ton, D. C. one
N. Y., one from Princeton, N J., one A. Stevens, Stockton Springs; land and
from Los Angeles, Cal., one from Man- buildings in Searsport.
Wesley J. Perkins, Stockton Springs,
chester, N. H., one from Boston and one to George A. Stevens, do.; land and
from Andover, Mass. The duty assigned buildings in Stockton Springs.
w alter S. Moody, Searsport, to Arthur
to these men is to advise the Division
u. KODuins, ao ; iana ana ounaings in
Chiefs as to what they should do and
Searsport.
how to do it. This Board of Indian ComIda M. Cross, Morrill, to George A.
should
be
abolished
at once. Hatch, do.; land in Morrill.
missioners
Estella Hatch, Morrill, to Delbert Paul,
It knows nothing about the condition and
land and buildings in Morrill.
needs of the Indians or of the depart- do.;
Ida R. Nickerson, Presque Isle, to A. E.
ment. There is much needless machinery Tripp,
Swanville; land and buildings in
used and much unprofitable work done in Frankfort.
Ida E Marden, et al., Searsport, to
the Census Department and by the GeoRalph Guthrie, Belfast; land in Searsport.
logical Survey, both of whieh are divisSamuel M. R. Locke, Belfast, to George
C. Seavey, do.; land in Belfast.
Ellen L. Cushman, Belfast, et als to
Fred A. Myrick, Montville; land and
buildings in Montville.
Leroy A. Webber, et als., Belfast, to
ago, Dr. Johnson originated
Arvilla S. Webber, do.; land and buildhis famous, household mediings in Belfast.

Over 100 years
cine,—still

Thomas W.

The old reliable
in thousands of homes for

coughs, colds,
cramps,

sore

chills,

throats,

sprains,

; strains, and many other
INTERNAL and EXTERNAL
aches and ills, —grippe and
influenza.

McCormick, Auburn,

to

Marion F. Cook, Winterport; land and
buildings in Winterport.
Ida M. Baroni, Lynn, Mass., to LaForest F. Walker, Troy; land in Troy.
Fannie C. Storms, Rochester, N Y., to
Maurice W. Lord, Belfast; land and buildings in Northport.
Grace Edmunds, Merrill et al., to Mary
A. Foster, Montville; land and buildings
in Montville.
Mary A. Foster, Montville, to Archie
T. Knights, do.; land and buildings in
Montville.
Penobscot Bay Electric Co., Belfast,
to Standard Oil Co., New York; land in
Belfast (two deeds).
I Roy C. Fish, Belfast, to Georgia Au| gusta Lewis, Medical Lake, Wash.; land
and buildings in Monroe.

You may

at

Havana

to

mediately

Increase
2

Roy Leach is at home from Hallowell
and will spend the winter with his family
Mr. Otis Ginn and Miss Anzelia Harri-

of Brewer visited relatives here
cently.
man

re-

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Littlefield of Or-

h ouse

where Mr. Bennett lived.

NORTH SEARSPORT.

KYou
of

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gray and children of Prospect visited Mr. and Mrs.
W m. J. Matthews recently.
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Seeley had a joyful surprise when their son Charlie arrived to spend a few weeks at their home in

Weekly

_AVoekly_

Amount

JtVeekly

$1.^0

$2.50

50 CtS.

$1.00

$2.00

32.50

$2.50

50 cts.

$1.00

$2.00

Total Amount

$25.50

$25.50

$63.75

$63.75

$25.00

$50.00

$100.00

Brooks

Unity,

Maine

want

Our candy kitchen is working over time to keep up with
the demand, but we are doing it.
That Ribbon Candy is delicious, crisp and shiny.
Peanut Brittle, chuck full of the little peanuts, roasted to

Their Medicine Chest For 20 Years

a turn.

If you have not tried our oldfashioned Peppermints, you’ve
missed something.
Stuffed Dates with cream and walnut meat for filling.
All kinds of Fancy Packages at reasonable prices.
Walnuts, Mixed iNuts, Oranges, Grapes, Apples, Dates,
Pop Corn, Vanilla Chocolate Cream Drops, all kinds
Mixed Candies.
Salted Mixed Nuts, Pecans, Almonds, Dandy Appetizers.
Don’t this sound good? Prices are right, too. Let us
look after your Christmas requirements. We can please you.

Candy

Belfast
WHITE’S CORNER.

IT

Winterport

Bangor,

is at his home for

a

laxatives and cathartics on the market and
became convinced that their main fault
not that they did not act on the bowels,
but that their action was too violent and
drastic, and upset the system of the user;
which was due to the fact that they were
not thorough enough in their action, some
simply acting on the upper or small intestines, while others would act only on the
lower or large intestines, and that they
almost invariably produced a habit requiring augmented doses.
was

Notice of Foreclosure

few

burg

were

recent guests of Hon. C.

M.

Conant and family.

Several families from this vicinity
tended the Republican victory ball

at-'j
at

Monroe town hall.
and Mrs. Howard Clements and
three sons of Monroe were recent guests
of L. A. White and family.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Nealey have moved
household goods to Bangor where

their

Mr. Nealey has

Little MiaB Dorothy Nealey is spending a
few days with her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. W. Nealey.
was

at G.

H.

York’s

several days recently setting up the pumP
and pressure tank that is being operated
by the power of the lighting system in-

stalled

a

few months ago.

One man at least should appreciate the
Lewiston police force for through his
arrest the other night the officers saved
He was laid out at the lower
him

I believed that a preparation to produce
the best effect must first tone the liver,
then acton the stomach and entire alimen
tary system. If ibis was accomplished, the
medicine
would produce a mild, but
thorough elimination rf the waste without
the usual sickening sensations, and make
the user feel better at once.

STATE OF MAINE
Waldo ss.
Taken this

first day of December. 1920. on
execution dated November 29. 1920, issued on
rendered
judgment
by the Supreme Judicial

a

Court for the

County

of

Somerset, at

After experimenting with
hundreds of
different compounds, I at last perfected the
formula that is now known as Nature’s
Remedy, which I truly believe goes further

the term

begun and held on the third Tuesday of September, 1920, to wit: on the twentieth day of
November, 1920, in favor of Parks Bros., a
corporation organized by law and located at
Pittsfield in the County of Somerset, and
against the goods and estate which were of
Isadora M. Graves of Troy in the County of
Waldo and State of Maine, deceased, in the
hands and possession of Horace W. Graves of

said Troy, as executor of the last will and
testament of said Isadora M.
Graves, for
$36 12, debt or damage, and $68,60, costa of
suit, and will be sold at public auction at the
post office at Burnham Junction in Burnham
in said County of Waldo, to the highest bidder,
on the twenty-second day of January, 1921. a"
nine o’clock in the forenoon, the following
described real estate, and all the right, title
and interest, which the said Isadora M. Graves
had in and unto the same on January fourth,
1917, at seven o'clock in tne forenoon, the time
when the same was attached on the original
writ in the same suit; which suit was begun
and attachment made against
Isadora M.
Graves in her lifetime: A certain lot or pare ?l
of land situated in said Troy, bounded and described as follows: lying on the northerly side
of the road leading from Gerrish’s Corner to
Bagiey’s Corner, so called, and bounded southerly by said road; easterly by lands of W. O.

of

I find myself, at seventy-one, frequently
drifting back a quarter of a century, when
I see myself in the little drug store I owned
at Bolivar, Mo., making and selling a
vegetable compound to my friends and
customers—what was then known only as
Dr. Lewis’ Medicine for Stomach, Liver
and Bowel Complaints.
For many year9 while I was perfecting my
formula I studied and investigated the

Richard Colson, who has been employed in

is characteristic

folks after they pass the allotted
“three score years and tea,” to look
back over the days that are gone
and thoughtfully live them over.

Co., Church St.

IN

and does more than anmarket touay. The th
from users have couvin*
and that the user of Nature
family medicine, even th*
used it for twenty-five y
to increase the dose.

*

"emefl-

My knowledge of medic ■;
suits of its use in my
among my friends, befo're 1
for sale, caused me to ha
Nature’s Rtmedy from the
And now as I find my elf
when I must bow to the i
to another life, my grsit each day and road t
mail brings from people :-J
than I, who tell of lia-. i:
for ten, fifteen a:
and now they and t
grandchildren have been be

Remedy

It is a consoling thought, 1.
a man at my age to feel ti
h.'s own success, one Ins
for his feliow man. My gr
tion, my greatest hapnim
knowledge that tonight
million people will take n N.-tu^e
{NR Tablet) and will be b>
happier people for it. I h
be one of them.

s

A. H. LEWIS MEDICINfc
Sr.

Lou*. Ma.

CITY DRUG STORE-READ & HILLS, Proprietors

THE CITY NATION’ i '«
OF BELFAST
The annual meeting of 1
of the City National Bank
the choice of directors ai.
tion of any other business ;
ly come before them, w

banking

rooms on

Tuesd.

"

^

be,aa

U

;

at 10 o’clock a. m.
C. W. WESCOI
Belfast, Dec. 14, 1920 a-'’1

1

Webb and Thomas Mitchell; northerly by lands
of Thomas Mitchell and Edward My rick; and
westerly by lands of Edgar Warren and Clair
Stone; containing one hundred acres more or
less.
IRA F. CUNNINGHAM,
3w61
Deputy Sheriff

ACENT WANTED
*500.
Maine Central station, intoxicated with To sell the Original Watkins’ Remedies,
Spices, Extracts, etc. Necessities and reMrs. Cutter, who has been visiting her *500 in his pocket a fid a gang hanging peaters.
All or spare time. Write
to
chance
a
“go
awaiting
friends
in about, Bimply
WATKINS Co., 58 New York City.
brother, Alfred E. Stinson and
with
a
fine
Winterport, has gone to Buffalo, N. Y., through” him. He escaped
of *5 and costs and said it was worth it.
where her son is now located.

Swanville.

)

it is pure and fresh.

it,

F. W. Carleton
Miss Emily Evans spent the week end
at her home in Belfast

_Weekly_

$1.00

employment,
several days ago.
Thomas and Bert Jackson of Montreal,
Charles Bennett has moved to Bucks- Quebec, were guests of their uncle,
a few days ago.
p ort and Roy Leach haB moved into the Arthur Edmonds,

land visited Mr. and Mrs. Everett O’Neil

_Weekly

$1.00

Mr.

here.

"Weekly

I_200
Same

Largest Pa3’ment

Mr. and Mrs. G. H. York attended the
meeting of the North Waldo Pomona, in
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Batchelder have Brooks.
Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Severance of Newrecently been in Dexter on a visit.

les.

Amount

100
Same

5 Cts.

FERRY

The Misses Ada and Frances Harriman
are still confined to the house with meas-

50
Same
Amount

cts.

2 Cts.

weeks.

PROSPECT

5A
Decrease
5 cts.

5

First Payment

for the West Indies for molas-

and sugar.
But nothing is known of
this brig or her master.

5
Increase

candy for the old, candy
for the young folks, candy for the
kiddies, we’ve got it, and the beauty

Messrs.

ses

classes:
__

Decrease
2 cts.

cts.

_Weekly

following

__2A

Belfast

Nathaniel C. Partridge of Sandypoint
village has in his possession an interesting souvenir discovered among the papers
of his grandfather, Capt. John Cousins,
who died nearly sixty years ago. It is a
bill of lading for “49 Hhds. of Molasses
and Four Hundred Spanish Milled Dol-

shipped

PLAN
OF

of the

WALDO TRUST COMPANY

Maine amounted to about $80.

lars”

one or more
2

_PAYMENT

old fashioned dances in the limited space
available. The proceeds, which are to
go to the O. E. S. Home for the Aged in

Wetherle and Jarvis of Boston in the
brig Rambler, Capt. Hutson Bishop.
The date is Nov. 25, 1820.
This is a reminder of the days when all the vessels
built along the coast of Maine started im-

join

CLASS

Caution Notice
„,

Wanted

BELFAST

Coins, Old Postage Stamps,
Documents, and very Old Books.
Old

J. W.

Old

CHASE,

Richmond, Me.

4 Gardiner St.,
4w51

Childr(

,s

,,

Whereas my wife, Mrs I
1“' 1
er, has left my bed and
forbid all persons from ham ;
ing her on my account,
bills contracted by her at *
HAROLM I. H
-'"
Belfast, Dec. 10, 1920
Jr
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THE ROMANCE OF WORDS
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“KANGAROO."

_fill

Captain Cook’s

WHEN
dition

WOMAN SAYS HER
IS GREATER THAN
she is HUN(iin m i THE time.
l\

•fNCI H

5%aRSAND

specimens of the plants, flowers
and animals which appeared to
be distinctive of the country.
Two of the sailors returned
with a beast which had extremely long hind legs, short

(iking Tanlic I am hungry all
3nj niv son teases me by saying
,, enough in the house to eat,”
ah E. Paige, 23 Elm street,
'Maine.
iF
is nearing her three score
had been in poor health for a
t
,ne years ago having sufferi
breakdown.
Continuing
b;!

is

:s

V

my

CDUSINESS

ployers of

men are

large

em-

motor cars.

The importance of their transportation leads them to choose a car that
meets every demand—leads them to
choose Buick. The comfortable riding qualities of the new Buick Nineteen Twenty One cars likewise make

called it.
Upon their return they reported that the nearest they could
come to it was “Kan-ga-roo.”
“At least,” ns one of the men declared, “that’s what all the natives said when I pointed to the
animal.”
Captain
So, when
Cook returned home, he brought
with him the body of an animal
which was introduced to natural
history under the name “kan-

them ideal for hours of recreation.

Authorized Buick Service is

every-

where available.

garoo.”
It was not until a number of
years later that it was found
that “kan-ga-roo” was the Australian equivalent for “I don't
know,” which was the reason
that, the natives said this when
Cook’s men asked them a question thev didn’t understand!
(Copyright.)

appetite.

greater than it has neen
and 1 do my housework
;■! in Belfast by Read &
the leading druggists in

"1

t

satisfying

:• 3

fore paws and an exceptionally
well developed tail. Cook, who
had never seen anything of the
kind, desired to iearn something
more about the strange animal
and sent the men back to discover by what name the natives

she said:
j-ouble with my stomach for
greatly from gas,
,. sntfering
h me to fear I had heart
even had my heart examined
r was what caused me to get
of times and I was told all
one from my stomach.
ireadfully with my back
kidneys. I had such a
my mouth mornings I freot eat breakfast and grew
lime. After suffering all
awake into the night toss.; in till I became exhausted
0
sleep. Finally I got so
ven do my housework, all
ig agonies.
.Jil Tanlac for me and
iri l commenced getting
nos and gas left my stomI
i ark ceased to hurt me.
any more and my great,s

expe-

anchored off the
coast of Australia one of the
first things the explorer did was
to send some of his men ashore
with instructions to bring back

-u-

_!_
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THE WOODS

lias bought the Stev-

i»si:

BY DOUGLAS MALLOCH

rd, who has been spending
Mon, has returned home.

......

..

;L.

k y spent two days recently
lending the meeting of as-

THE SKY PILOT.

js!d5

Oh, that I had in the wilderness a lodging place ot waytaring men.—Jeremiah

Skidmore has arrived from
; a visit with his brother,
j Skidmore,
Norton of Palermo spent a
town recently at the home
Wentworth.

Salisbury Cathedral, From

eie

..

(;

9:2.

,,

Sylvester passed

few
> in Freedom with her sisi. Downer.
a

W. Abbott,
who has been
extension on his barn in Pareturned home.

rri.nment given by the High
Dec. 7th was well patrontil was realized.
The enwas fol owed by dancing.

2S. 1220. Richard Poore,
bishop of Old Sarum, took off
his shoes, and, attended by a
procession of church and
state dignitaries, all barefooted, and
followed by a crowd of humbler people, walked from his cathedral church
of Old Sarum to a pleasant meadow
by the riverside, a little more than a

APRIL

mile
distant.
There and
then
he
founded the cathedral of New Sarum,
which, in but a few years, was to
spring from the greensward in the simuai meeting of Arbutus
k S., the following officers
ple beauty associated with its newer
Mrs. Minnie Sprague, W.
name of
Salisbury cathedral; to ene Wing, A. M.; Mr Waldure as the finest existing example of
R, W. P ; Mrs. Ethel Sherearly English architecture, says the
Mrs. Clara Bagley, Asst,
London Telegraph.
.va N.
Ripley, Sect.; Miss
After consecrating the site of the fuIreas. The installation will
ture cathedral, Rlsliop Poore laid the
une time in January.
The
first foundation stone in the name of
enjoyed a very prosperous
new members.
Pope Honorius; a second for Stephen
Langton, Archbishop of Canterbury,
and a third for himself. William LonUTY
gespee, first earl of Salisbury, whose
altar tomb on the south side of the
lav is confined to the house
nave is a masterpiece of statuary art,
t a sc
re cold.
laid the fourtii stone; while the fifth
Mrs Waldo Shorey went to
was placed by his countess, Ela.
Othll'.h for a visit with their
er stone laying followed, “amidst the
Shorey, and his family.
acclamation,’' and old chronicler tells
Been received announcing
us, "of multitudes of the people, weepat
25th
DenNovember
ing for joy, and contributing thereto
of Mrs. Agnes Newell
their alms with a ready mind, accordWilliam G. Chase of that
ing to the ability which God had given them.”
So quickly did the work
Vaughan left last week
progress that three altars were conseirk State where she will
crated in the new building within five
me.
En route she will visit
years of the foundation ceremonies.
Mrs. Agnes Woods and
Why the Site Was Changed.
nis, at their homes in MasTie founders of the new cathedral
d New Hampshire.
gave several reasons for abandoning
ding, Dec. 13tb; the Passathe structure on the hill of Old Sarum.
g is still open, and seals,
One reason mentioned in the bull obid gulls are disporting themtained for the purpose from Pope Honno smelts are being caught,
orius, dated March 29, 1219, was that
rast to last season when the
tent was on the ice Dec. 5,
the hilly situation of Old Sarnm placed
the cathedral at the mercy of winds
dishing. It is reported that
'eft scarcity smelts are now
so stormy that not only was it often
a W cents
in
Bosthe
per pound
difficult to hear the words of the serv®SarKet.
ice, but the structure became in constant need of repair. Another trouble
was the insufficiency of the water supply and a third was the most cogent
Keene has closed her house
;'£ Man
of all, the military in the neighboring
d Waterville to
spend the wincastle taking all possible pains to
r
daughter, Mrs. Kate John- show that
they, and not the ecclesiastics, were the lords of Old Sarum.
e
are very glad
to know
"What has the House ofJ:he Lord to
loctor in town, Dr. Moulton
do with has ties?” asked Peter of Blols
: who comes here
very highly
In support of the proposal to remove
'-Bincnded.
the See from Old Sarum.
“It Is the
spection of Rosewood Chapter,
Ark of the Covenant in a temple of
was postponed on account of
Balaam. Let us, in the name of (Sod,
jntDici.ess of the Worthy Matron, Mrs.
descend into the meads.
There are
1 dii
r, who sprained her ankle a
rich
meadows
and
fertile
valleys
ago and has not recovered.
abounding In the fruits of the earth,
p
regular meeting of Victor
profusely watered by living streams.
i W Searsmout, Dec. 8th, the followThere Is a seat for the virgin patroners were elected: W.
M., Paul
ess at our church to which the whole
0, George Butler; Lecturer, world cannot
produce a parallel.”
Charles
Andrews;
l' r|e, Steward,
His conclusions as to the situation
u p»ard, Leigh
Plaisted; Chap., Julia
.i.
,rth Treas., Charles Cushman; I were lo every sense correct, for among
^
English cnthedrals scarcely one—if
Agnes Fuller; Ceres, Della
id" Pomona, Martha Butler; Flora,
any—can vie with the exquisite setuidrews; G. K Ernest Sprowl; L. ting of Salisbury’s aspiring loveliness
'lar.ory Crie.
of pinnacles and spire in the center of
■the greensward.
The Tower and Spire.
Without its spire ti.e cathedral at
|*" 1 Bean spent the week-end in Salisbury would still have been a mar*r-’.de.
vel of architectural beauty; with its
tower and spire it stands complete as
! ert Farweil
was in Watervifle
ess Dec. Kith.
the crowning triumph of English architecture throughout the ages. For
!
yiiolns visited his daughter
over a century the building stood with
he week-end.
a low, stunted central rower. Then, in
''
kless spent last week in Wat1330. came the daring conception of
*'|lh relatives.
raising a tower and spire soaring to a
diti; Small spent the week-end
height of more than 400feet. The boldin Waterville with friends.
ness of the idea, and the danger of It,
I nney of Burnham
Inspired the builders with constant
spent a few
"
:i tier
care
I:
They knew that the riverside
paients, Mr. and Mrs. E.
1

POINI.

sLARSMONT.”

EREEDOM.

1

the

earth

Nearby

which they had to build was
to bear the solidity usually
connected with tower structures, and
they planned and worked with extreme
caution. Giving to the tower walls the
too

on

marshy

iglitest possible construction, handing
the parts ingeniously, and even leaving
within the building the wooden framework to serve as an additional support. the builders worked daringly on;
but when they approached the spire
construction they had not the temerity
to give it a thickness of more than two
feet at the base, and of nine inches
from a little above the base to the topmost

Pleasant the cushioned pew,
Thrilling the chorused music
Ringing the cloister through,
Wonderful thing the sermon,
Grilling the creeds absurd—
But I weep for a thousand woodsmen

meeting Dec. Uth,

ii, ; 0 ‘'end their overseer, Charlie
the State Grange in Lewk"

KILLING ANIMAL PESTS
Work of eradicating animals destructive to crops, stock, etc
in the United
States, carried on by the Biological SurUnited
States
Department of Agrivey,
culture, and co-operators, in the last
fiscal year is estimated to have saved

1

fc.,«.ij

(16,000.000.

^hildr en Cry
fOR FLETCHER’S
fs
Astoria

inimals were shot, trapped, or poisoned,
ind 34,000,000 acres poisoned to eradicate
ground squirrels and prairie dogs, 132,000
farmers co-operating. Annual damage by
these animals is conservatively estimated
it: Wolves, coyotes, etc., $20,000,000;
prairie dogs, ground squirrels, and other
native rodents, $30u 000,060; house rats
ind mice, $200,000,00p.

J

Mrs. Ray Clifford and Harold
k >, '• Were the guests of their parti, and Mrs. Frank Boynton, re-

Fifty thousand predatory

WILL BUILD T1IEM

FOR SALE
Ifarn at $2.00 per pound for SweatAll colors. Apply a t

GOSH DARI®

srs, etc.

Bcoffee*
I EVER DRANK!

FREEDMAN’S.
16 Cross Street,

Cordially invites all shoppers in the
city over the holidays to avail themselves of its hospitality.
Lunches
served at reasonable rates.

MRi>. ADA E. WILDES
■*

MILITANT MARY

Corner Miller and High, next Library.
3w50

^

an

n uman

—1

When- Solomon

COOPERATE

WITH

THE

_

Superba

money.

T'Ue first Liberty Loa.n was for exactly
52.000. 000.000, or the amount which the
shipping transactions of the Administration have cost the taxpayers in graft,
waste and peculation.
The men and women who worked and
saved to buy the first Liberty Loan will
have at least au idea of what the scoundrels and incompetents have cost them
in Government shipbuilding and operation.—New York Herald.

■

Mrs. Joie Lufkin has been quite ill at
the home of W. S. Parker.
Miss Maude Ricker who is at the £. M.

(COMPOUND)

Bleeding, Itching

Ono application

at all

Burning.
foringg relief.
druggists
or

Send Free Sample cl Ointment to

G. Hospital, Bangor, is gaining.
Mrs. G. A. Palmer attended the Grand
Master’s reception in Skowhegan, Dec.
10.

Hnmptiaeys* Homeo. Medicine Company
York.

SICK

treatment of
Dogk and other

BOOK

Sheep,

free.

STOCK-1

on

Horses, Cows,
animals, sent

Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary Medicines, 156 William St,, If. y.

M.

i

\ c a

new

75

High Street,

Hosiery

Georgie

E.

next

Fire, Liability,

Automobile

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

Hall,

Phone 316-3

FOR SALE

to National BaBk

Low mice
and

ALGOLA PILLS
Regulate the Stomach, Liver and
Make Pure Blood. For
Constipation.

Bowels.
Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, F. O. Bua
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
signature on each box.

,W.

|

ORRIN J. DICKEY
Insurance

and

Be sure to come in
at reasonable prices.
before buying.
Cordially,

H.

Belfast.

fail line of

Undergarments

Church Street,

COOK,

STUDIO
|

Children’s Headwear, Sweaters,
Dr sses,

A.

fiend parlor

kitchtnKsiovis<

J. AUS71M McKLEv.

Dr, Hester Brown
OSTEOPATHIC PHYslCUH
30 High Street.

ALLEN

Chiropractor

second

GET INTO

Tel. 320

BUSINESS

59 High Street, Room 1 and 2.
Telephone 125

WBtkins 137 products sell to
every faimer
»ut0 or team can
give bond Write
today for information where you c,„
ter.
pr'-luc
of largest
nny° kind in world.
Twenty million users.
-t. R WATKINS to.
7
7w46p
Dept. Ill Winona, Minn.

Special Notice

Will be promptly and
aatisfactorily done
if left

2-5, 6.30-7.30.

Jl

Institu-

fAr-8!i.'ing

Your

Laundry Work

with me.
Packages may be left at
my residence, 20 Miller
We wish to inform the public that we
street, or will call
for them if you phone me.
are doing business all the time and if
you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind I
THOMAS E. BOWKER,
ioq Q
Tel.1 103-3
we would be pleased to talk with you.
Agent for Globe Laundry
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
_

Mrs.

Charles

Littlefield

and

little

daughter of Knox have recently been
guests of Mr. Littlefield’s parents.
Mrs. Lydia Woodman was in Bangor
Dec. 9, to see Dr. Clough in regard to her
eyes and she received encouragement.
and Mrs. Walter Twombly have
returned to their old home after spending
the last few years at Pittson Farm, near
Moosebead Lake.
Mr.

166 William Street, New

now

Photograph
TAKEN AT

Office hours—9 10,

MONKOE.

HUMPHREYS’

For Piles op Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or

A

Kiddies’ Shop

MbASURltsCi THb COST

Agriculture

WITCH HAZE OINTMENT

SKTfSS

SUPERBA ON THE LABEL,

Men who know what they are talking
about say Government shipbuilding and
Government ship operation have cost the
taxpayers 52,000,000,000 in extravagance,
waste, graft ana Uictl.
Most 01 the taxpayers have no standard
by which to gain compickensiou ot what
52.000. 000.000 means. This amount ol
money is so great it overwhelms the
imagination
Yet there is one comparison which may
be useful in bringing home to everybody
the stupendous cost to the taxpayers of
their betrayal by Administration incompetents.
In June, 1917, the first Liberty Loan
was floated.
The Treasury appealed to
every patriot in the country to help out.
Four million live hundred thousand men,
borne
women and children subscribed,
of them were poor, and their subscriptions meant for them privations.
Others
subscribed more than they could afford
because the Government had to have the

“Too many business men, I am afraid,
have failed to appreciate fully the importance of agriculture or their dependence on it.
This has resulted, in many
instances, in lack of sympathetic under
standing of the farmer’s problems and of
the difficulties confronting him not only
in producing bis crops or live stock but
also in the marketing of his products.
Agriculture furnishes the basis of much
of the business of the country. There
are many industries which are
entirely
dependent on it, such as the manufacture of farm implements and machinery,
the packing houses, the grain merchants,
and many others; and farm products, of
course play a large part in transportation.
Neither the business man nor the
farmer, therefore, can be genuinely and
jiermauently prosperous without the good
will and the material aid of the other.
Whenever a business man does anything
toward making the agriculture of his
section more profitable to the farmers,
he does something which will help his
own business, because there is not in the
United States any business center that
could continue to prosper independently
of the farming communities surrounding
it.'’—Edwin T. Meredith, Secretary of

=- ,■

Coffee in the House.

SUPERB FOR YOUR TABLE.-wo

FARMER

who

experience.—Kennebec Journal.

Have

--.:Tjz=:r■

MAKE YOUR

M1LLIKEN-TOML1NSON CO., Roasters, Packers, Portland, Me.

•E'Fl’taHugly.

The blue ribbou for absent raindedness
will be awarded to the young Dexter

checked and made the necessary arrangements, after which she entered the train.
Suddenly a cry, "O! Where’s my
baby?” startled the other passengers.
Baby was snugly nestled beneath robes
and blankets in the sleigh. It was quickly rescued from the tender mercies of the
baggage handlers, none the worse for its

Always

BUY/

TO

neooras.

yesterday went with her
baby to the Maine Central station to take
She desired her baby sleigh
a train.

Reliable Coffee. Reliable Quality. Reliable
in the maintenance of a delightful, exquisReliable uniformity.
ite flavor.
Withal
reasonably priced.

was-young-and
gay, I'll-bet- be
used-to-SIGH
To-tbinK-of-tbat
ENGAGEMENT
RING HE
ALWAYS *HAP

Seen with effect from the height at
Salisbury tower is a pleasant pastoral
country, watered by several streams,
broken by some low stretches of downs
and in places luxuriantly wooded; and
here and there are places sacred In
the story of our literature.
Within
the cathedral Is a bust with tablet in
memory of Richard Jefferies, born at
Coate, in Wiltshire.
Less than two mites from Salisbury
is Bemerton, a village containing the
flint built parsonage where George
Herbert Wnote some of the poems in
“The Temple." Within the altar rails
of the little church is a modest tablet,
with the simple inscription, “G H,
1633,” the only memorial In Wiltshire
to “the sweetest singer that ever sang
God’s praise."
Within the cathedral, on the north
side of the altar, lies the body of the
sister whom Sir Philip Sidney loved to
visit at Wilton, the ancestral estate of
tile Pembroke family, not much more
than a mile to the west of Bemerton.
It was at Wilton that Sidney wrote
parts of his “Arcadia” to please, as
he put it, “his dear lady and sister,
the countess of Pembroke.”
Interesting, too. are the cloisters^
not only for the beauty of their window tracery, but for the memories they
enshrine, for among those wiio lie at
rest In this sanctuary inclosed by the
cloisters are people whose names have
n place of honor In the model's records of the Wiltshire minster.

“O! WHERE’S MY BABY?”

Belfast

TUB WAYSIDE TEA HOUSE

(Copyright.)
-O-

decorative work.
With marvelous grace this triumph
of early English art blends nave, choir,
and transepts, tower and spire, in an
architectural unity that has no compeer within -our isles. Here we have
a church of one period and of one design, not, as in most cathedrals, an
epitome in stone of English history
from the Norman on through the early English and decorated periods to
the perpendicular.

mother

Cearsport.

BUILT~~BUICK

ARE

SthebestI

Build me no mighty temple,
Build me no jeweled shrine—
Build me a house of worship
Under the solemn pine.
I’ll speak from a rough-hewn pulpit
To men of a rough-hewn race;
And, with God’s great help, I will
bring them yet
With the Master face to face!

I

amtnar School League gave an
j,:' merit recently in the Grange
lirde audience.

BETTER AUTOMOBILES

Who never have known the Word.

exquisitely proportioned tower, surmounted by a slender
and soaring spire, the highest in England. Though constructed half a century inter titan the body of the cathedral. tlie tower and spire—so refined
was tite artistic perception of these
early builders—were in harmony with
tlie whole construction, in spite of
their greater display of elaborate and

dome

WHEN

strong

pinnacle.

structure, hy

W. R. GILKEY & SON,

Gorgeous the gilded altar,

Within anti without they added flying buttresses. Even then the spire
began to lapse from the perpendicular,
and the worst.was feared when a deviation of two feet occurred; but since
the careful examination made by Sir
Christopher Wren no further signs of
insecurity have appeared.
What Salisbury Cathedral owes to
the magic grace of its tower and spire
it is easier to realize titan to express.
The whole building was transformed
by tlie architectural daring which had
enough poetic insight to picture what
could he done by capping an already
beautiful, but somewhat featureless

/ recently.

Grange,at its

THE wall of the busy city,
In the midst of the market place,
Y'e have lifted on high a temple,
Ye have builded a house of grace.
Amber and red the windows,
Marble and tile the floor—
But I weep for a thousand pilgrims
far
Who never have seen the door.

BY

Lane.

The

Victory

Ball was a sucess. A very
large crowd was in attendance. Music

furnished by McKeen’s full orchesDoughnuts and coffee were served
by tbe committee.
was

Room 2, Odd.Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me.

AUTO

tf47|

trucking

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker
Fully equipped for prompt sdfvice

all times.

Iy29

tra.

72 Main

Stteet, Belfast.

of all kinds and passenger cars to let by the day or hour.
Call 114-3
20tf

C. A. Paul

Garage.

I

I
I
I

I

NOTICE
at

This is to inform our customers and
the public that I will conduct the
Rogers'
Machine Shop this winter
during Mr,
Rogers’ absence in Florida.
H. L. PARTRIDGE.

STOCKTON SPRINGS

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Mrs. Louise E. Hopkins and Mrs. EmLandry were taken into Bethany
Chapter, O. E. S , at a special meeting

Makes Food
Taste Gopd
Creates

ma

of the

appetite, aids digestion,

an

purifies the blood, and thus relieves
serofula, catarrh, the pains and

rheumatism and gives
to the whole system.
Nearly 50 years’ phenomenal
sales tell the story of the great
merit and success of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It is just the medicine
you need now.
Hood’s Pills help—fine laxative
or cathartic, according to dose.
Kelieve headache, restore comfort.

aches

Charles Gray of Prospect became a
member of Pownal Lodge, F. & A. M.
Isst Wednesday night.

of

strength

BROOKS.
E. C. Tasker is cutting lumber for E. C.
Boody.
Dr. W. L. West of Belfast was a caller
in town Friday.
Mrs. W. S. Jones visited friends in
Belfast several days last week.
Miss Doris Morrill is visiting her grand*
Willis of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. J.
Monroe.
E. D. Tapley, M. D. of Belfast was a
business caller in town on Wednesday of
last week.
Mrs. Lizzie York of Monroe spent a
few days with Mr. and Mrs. Walter|E.

lodge Friday evening.

Mrs. Martha J. Townsend returned
Tuesday from a sojourn in Canaan and is
boarding with Mrs. J. H. Wardwell.

Miss Louise Shuts

came

down Satur-

day from IBucksport Seminary for the
Christmas recess.
Miss Doris Moore of South Lagrange
week-end guest at the home of her
aunt, Mrs. H. H. Hatt.
was s

Everybody Wants Lower Prices

Mr. and Mrs. George S. Wardwell have
wide circle of friends who learn with
regret that as they were leaving Sandypoint last Wednesday to pass the winter
with their children in Massachusetts*
Mrs. Wardwell was seized with apoplexy
and forced to abandon the journey at
Bangor, where abe lies seriously ill. The
latest report is an appearance of gain
and her younger son, Harold, had arrived
from Boston.
a

We’re

several days repairing telephone lines
from Brooks to Jackson.
Mrs. Charles

Peabody left

Thu rsday for St. Cloud,
they will stay until April.

Florida,? where

and

Mr.

Miss Jessie Roberts left on Wednesday
of last week for Boston where she will

spend

the winter with relatives.

Miss Florence Holmes of Monroe was
the guest of her uncle, Charles Jenkens
and family,

a

few days last week.

Mr. Chas. Jenkins and family spent
Sunday with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Jenkens and family of Monroo.
Kate Lane, Mrs. Emma Ames,
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. 'C. Patterson ’were
business callers in Belfast Saturday.
M

rs.

Mr.

and Mrs.

Lawrence A.

West of

to spend
Lynn, Mass., arrived last week
Mr.
a few weeks with his grandparents,
Perkins.
J.
Stanley
Mrs.
and

All Our

Mr. and Mrs. John Boody of Jackson,
who have been visiting; their son and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stimpson,
have gone to Wapping, Conn., for the
winter.
B. H. S. and the lower grade schools
have closed for several weeks’ vacation.
in B. H.
Miss Pri icilla Nickels, teacher
where she has a
S., has gone to Bangor

position.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Toner have
the Xmas holigone to Bangor to spend
the hospital
day. Mrs. Toner will enter
refor an operation on her throat before

turning to Brooks.

Say
“Merry Christmas”
Electrically
If you want to give something useful and
attractive too—what better can you find
than an Electrical Gift?
There is something electrical for everyone
—that will be used and appreciated day
after day and year after year.
Electrical Household appliances make the

cheerful, more comfortable, and easier to take care of.
move

Electrical gifts m a k e Christmas
last the whole year through.

Give her an Apex and you give
life long
reminder o' your
thoughtfulness. You give her a
clean home and mc*"e hour; of
leisure. For the Apex will dc a'!
the cleaning about the average
home and cave hours of time fo
rest or recreation.
If you decide
to buy you can do
so
on
easy
terms.
a

was defeated 18 to 9.

Busi ness is still booming in this little
Daniel B. Plummer has opened a
to wn.
store in the Plummer block with a full
line of confectionery, cigars and will add

The Home of

groceries and general merchandise.
Hamlin & Young, who have purchased
will
was formerly York’s Hotel,
open the hotel for business under the
name of the Brooks Inn on January first.
what

stable.will

A first class

be run under the

ervision of Mr. Leland Young and
there will be horses available at any time.

bup

Republican celebration was held
last Thursday night by a huge bonfire on
the square with music by a fife and drum
Hall
corps, after which all went to Union
and enjoyed a big free dance and hot cofMusic
fee, doughnuts and fancy cakes.
by McKeen’s five piece orchestra of Bel-

A portable lamp from
did selection makes a

happy Christmas gift,

Over 300

fast..

all" reported
times of the

one

people^were present and
of the most enjoyable

season.

begun at Crockett Theatre Saturday
night, Dec. 11th. The title is “Light-

ing in

“The Miracle of

Film and the serial.
in

‘The Invisible

Love”,

News

Jan. 1. Irene Castle
News Film and

Bond”,

Jan. 8. Bryant Washburn in “It
Pays to Advertise” etc. Jan, 15. Enid
Be nnet in “What Every Woman Learns”

it is a rethat expresses the
true spirit of giving
because of
its friendly service and
lasting
usefulness.
A
handsome table
is
lamp
really the center of the
room.
It costs no more for the
electric current in a fine lamp
than it does in an ugly one. The
mellow glow cast by the colored
shade enables restful
reading.
These lamps are going fast—
yours should be bought in time to
get one of the best.

From $5.00

ws

the pictures, music by l uce and

Tasker.

GRACE M. DODGE

employed.
Chelsea, Mass., the

where she was

She was born in
only daughter of Joel E. and the late
Flora M. (Sawyer) Dodge and the greater
part of her life was spent in Belfast. For
several years she had been in ill health
and had been at the Bangor hospital for
treatment.
After graduating from the
Belfast High school in the class of 1897,
she was employed in the clothing factories. Her father now resides in Boston
and her mother died several years ago.
Her age was 43 years, 9 months and 14
days. The funeral was held Tuesday at
11 a. m., with Mrs. Bessie Wentworth
officiating. The burial will be in Knox
in the spring.

STREET,

i
:

)

Mrs. Andrew D. Berry returned recently from a week in Millinocket, where her
husband is employed with a railroad out-

j

I

I

2.50
2.00
1.50
10.00

“
“
“

“
“

“

“

“

“

12.50
11.50
“
“
9.50
Mackinaws reduc’d 9.50
“
“
5.50
“
Overcoats
9.50
Pants reduced to
2.25

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

1,75
1.50
1.00

Juvenile Suits

re-

duced to

.7.50

Hart, Schaffner

& Marx

TELEPHONE 67-2

Clothes
BELFAST, MAINE

GIFTS THEY WILL REMEMBER

fit.
student at Bangor
High, arrived Saturday to pass her vacation with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Ruth

Smith,

a

Just Arrived This Week.
See Our Windows

J. W. Lambert.

joined the

Jesse E.
coast artillery some weeks ago, writes
his father, Ferd F. Harriman, that he is
at Fort Williams and likes the life even
better than he anticipated.

Electric Toaster
Makes
brown

that

delicious

goldentoast
so
appreciated at
breakfast when served crisp and
Two slices at a time with
the use of very little current,
Adds distinction to any tabic
service.

j
i

)
j

\

Electric Flatiron
For a Holiday gift an electric
flatiron is especially suitable. It
not only helps you to do your
clothes more nicely but it helps
you do them so much more easily.
It saves steps and time.
Of all
the appiianfces the flatiron is the
favorite.

Electric

Sewing Machine

Sew by electricity and you make
sewing so much easier and pleasanter.
This r.ew machine is not
only run by electricity but is
portable—you can carry it to
your neighbors or to the sewing
club. It is a full size sewing machine and does beautiful work.

Electric Heating Pad
The heating pad is the only satisfactory way of applying heat to
the body at an even temperature,
it is soft, flexible and can be
applied to any part of the body to
relieve pain or to stimulate circulation. Easy to connect up.
Absolutely safe. Can be regulated in the dark, for three heats.
Splendid for the sick room, for
warming beds and for sleeping

porches.

^Penobscot^Bay^IectricCompany^

]

Very Special for the Last Two Days
Shopping.-

The Misses Colcord left early last week
for Boston for an innefinite sojourn, and
Mr. and Mrs. Dawson Brewer have
moved into the Colcord house accompanied by the latter’s parents, Mr. and
indefinite stay.

S. T. Co. No. 1 barge, Capt. Calhoun,
arrived at the Stockton yard Saturday
to undergo minor repairs incident to being run into while towing recently.
Capt. Calhoun was in town some time
last winter while his barge was having
extensive repairs and made many friends
who welcome his return.

BATH. ROBES, Pink,

LOTS OF SWEATERS.

MERRY

CHRISTMAS,

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP

invalid for many years, she is survived by a step-son, Henry of Prospect, and
of Fora step-daughter, Minnie, the wife
rest J. Clark. The funeral was held
Sunday and the burial was in Prospect.

no one

Blue and Lavender

SKIRTS, Plain and Plaited
TRIOOLETTE BLOUSES, Blue, Brown and Pink
SILK PETTICOATS, many shades
FURS, Neckpieces and Sets
CAMISOLES, lots of them
SILK SCARFS, Green, Blue and Gray

an

ing their value to this community
takes the idea joyoualy.

=

PLAID

Mrs. Eveline George, wife of Ivory M.
George, an old resident in the north
w.estern part of the town, died at her
home early last Friday morning after a
short sickness. She was born in Prospect a little more than 64 years ago, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Clark,
and was married to Mr. George early in
life. Besides her husband, who has been

John H. Gerrish was relieved of his
duties at tfie B. & A. station on Thursday by Guy E. Lawrence, and on Saturday accompanied by Mrs. Gerrish left
for Brownville and Millinocket to remain until the first of the week when
they leave for Syracuse, N. Y. to pass
Christmas with friends before going to
Washington, D. C., for the winter. Although on a leave of absence from the
railroad company, Mr. and Mrs Gerrish
have scores of friends who labor under
the apprehension that the village is to
loae them permanently, and remember-

of Xnias

It will pay you to visit this store on these two days. We are
going to move
every piece of merchandise that was bought for Xmas trade, and the only w ay
to do this is to price these goods so that you will save dollars
buying at this
store Thursday and Friday this week. Some of the merchandise
repriced:

Mrs. E. W. Shackford, who are here for
an

Grace M. Dodge of Belfast died Dec.
18 th at the home of Charles Thompson of

Lincolnville,

|

“

STOCKTON

Harriman, who

etc.

folio

MAIN

up

serial,

Jan. 22. Elsie Ferguson in "Counterfeit” etc. The news films and the
se rial are shown every night and a dance

j

16.50
15.00
12.00
12.00
8.00
12.00
3.00

“

splen-

was

ning Bryle” and is considered one of the
Movie fans
best serials ever screened.
will also see the following pictures: Dec.
25. Lucy Cotton and Wyndham Stand-

“

particularly

warm.

A big new serial featuring Jack Hoxie,
Anna Little and Paul C. Hurst, whom we
all remember as “Howie” in “Stingaree”

“

membrance

A big

~

12

Lamps
our

3.75
4.50
5.50
7.50
9.00

“

RALPH D. SOUTH WORTH COMPANY

Ask for Demonstration

Electric t ollable

“

“

“

5.00 Men’s Pants reduced to
“
“
“
6.00
<#
“
“
8.00
“
“
“
10.00
“
“
“
12.00

Electric Apex Cleaners

$30 Overcoats reduced to $19.50
$35
24.50
“
$40
29.50
$45
34.50
18.00 Boys’Suits reduced to 13.50

“

“

Brooks High School basket ball team
and Castine Normal School team played
a fast and interesting game in Crockett’s
Theatre Friday night. The Castine team

Hart, Schaffner & Marx $50, $55 and $60 Suits
and Overcoats Reduced to $39.50

$24.50
$35 Suits reduced to
“
29.50
$40
34.50
$45
$20 Men’s Patrick Mackinaws, all wool, reduced to 15.50
$18 Men’s Patrick Mackinaws, all wool, reduced to 14.50
22.50 Men’s Sheeplined Coats,
Wombat collar,reduced to 17.50
$25 Men’s Leather Coats,
19.50
reversible, reduced to
“

home

Them to You

Giving

There is a widespread demand on
the part of -the public for lower
prices; we’re making our prices
conform to that idea.

Luce recently.
Miss Ethel Cochrane, Mrs. H. J. Grant
and little son Fred spent several days in
Bangor recently.
Wm. Kelsey of Knox has been in town

Clothes

on

It haa been decided to launch the fourmaster Alcaeus Hooper from the Stockton
Yards, Inc., on the morning of Christmas day, at about 10 o’clock, instead of
Friday as announced. The Hooper is the
Angus W. Holmes and Miss Hazel
largest craft ever sent into the waters of Hawes were married in Portland Wednesover
1200
Stockton harbor, measuring
day, Dec. 15th, where the groom has emtons net.
ployment in the United States Mail GarThe schools of the town closed for the age. After the ceremony a reception
Christmas vacation on Friday, with the was given the yonng couple at the home
exception of the High school and others of Mrs. A. T. Haney, an aunt of the
out of the village, which began late be- groom. Prior to his recent departure for
cause of the difficulty in securing teach- Portland under civil service regulations,
ers and so have time to be made up.
Mr. Holmes had been one of the popular
Friday afternoon the pupils of the village young men about town. The son of Anprimary, and intermediate grades under gus M. Holmes, manager of the Stockton
Mrs. Gerry Harding and Miss Elva Ren- Canning Co., he has been employed in
dell, assembled in Miss Rendell's room former years at the cannery here and at
for a Christmas festivity. Exercises ap- Plymouth, Mass. The bride is the
propriate to the occasion were given and youngest daughter of Henry H. Hawes
the abundance of gifts which loaded a de- by his deceased wife, and is a young lady
corated tree were distributed by a veri- of rare qualities. The young couple have
table Santa Claus. A number of guests innumerable friende here and elsewhere
were present who added materially to the who will wish for them all manner of
•
children’s enthusiasm.
good luck.

High St., Next Door
at

Mrs. Elmer B. Arnold, who is teaching
Milo, is home for the holidays.

to Colonial

Theatre. Phone 156=12

NOTICE

Miss Goldie Sbute was the guest of
Whereas my son, Ralph W. Clifford,
Miss Josie LaFurley over the week-end. has fully demonstrated the fact that he
is fully able to manage his own affairs.
Arthur Harrison has been drawn to Therefore, as f never have paid any of his
serve on the traverse jury at the Janu- bills, nor collected any of his earnings, I
never will.
He is given his time during
ary term of court.
his minority.
last
returned
Friday
Pendleton
Ralph,
Dated at Belfast this 17th day of Defrom Northern Maine to spend Christ- cember, 1920.
mas with his mother.
WALTER J. CLIFFORD.
Mrs. Darius F. Berry closed her home
Mrs. Jacob Greeley is visiting her
on Cape Jellison recently and went to
paughter, Mrs J. W. Ingraham.
Bangor for the winter.

For S?le
The farm known

or
as

Rent

the Fred
M

place, now owned by Mrs. Helen
rick, 11 acres of land, mowirni an“

Fifty ■'"

age. House in good repair
apple trees in bearing conditio"
orchard. Well suited for snia1
Situated two miles from Belfast
F"01 ;
on lower Congress street.
reason

for

selling.

^
^

j!

j
j

(

0,’?g|Ip jj
Owner
*,rcm^afy |
at Mr®’
be
on

seen
present, later can
Gray’s, Condon street, Belfast.

■

al

(1

COLONIAL

MERRY CHRISTMAS
ciose by and you can buy closely at our store, where you will find everythinff to be desired in the way of furnishings for man and boy at prices
ijch will make you laugh, and the goods will make your friends happy.
Ve have a large line of things which will make “him*
such as

;

THURSDAY
DOUGLAS McLEAN and
DORIS MAY in

|

delighted,

j

Call and see for
a customer.

Seeing is believing.
Yours truly,

yourself.

iiways

Once

customer,

a

on

the screen.

The Sons of Veterans

Auxiliary will
whist party Thursday evening,
Dec. 30th, at the home of Mrs. Maurice

Lynwood

French,

Cedar street.

capacity house was present at the
Colonial Theatre Friday to see one of
Ben Ames Williams plays, Jubilo with
Will Rogers as the star. There are
A

for you to

jjthe season

eliminations and

many

le happy-

several

changes

from the original story.
Winfield A.

flewmder if you real-

ficient amount

much happier
be with'shoes
iti'j would
really fit your feet?

jj6 how

Co.’s brand of table coffee to be assured
of a trip to Boston to attend their ban

11 our custom-

told us how
fr? have
Lchnvre comfortable
fe.: are since we
that
iave lied them
make
could
fe feel we
happier Christmas
pay; wery

Mrs. Lynwood B. Thompson, Mrs. Clarence A. Paul, Mrs. Austin
J. lernald, Mrs.
Mrs.
C.

The many friends in this vicinity of
Col. and Mrs. A. S. Bangs of Zephyrhills,
Florida, formerly of Augusta, who have

Greenlaw and Essie Sanborn, her house

Charles W. Lancaster

has

placed

an

attachment on the apparatus of the Federal Bakery Co., now in his block on

I

help

street

and

The

MAV ADVERTISEMENTS
Belfast and towns of
ri. Burnham and Paunpaid taxes of non-

*

Bank advertises its
Club for a full purse

.n

gs

news.

Miss E. Frances Abbott gave

most

a

entertaining and instructive
paper on Historic Boston, showing its
ball honors, but will follow out its own pre-eminent place in the United States
bookings. It will play return games and its unique position in the story of all
with Brooks and Winslow and has an- nations. She dealt first with its political and religious history, which covers a
nounced the following schedule:
period of three centuries, as we have
Dec. 28—Rockport in Belfast.

News ol Belfast

r<;

attendance of 38.
Quimby,
It was voted to send a contribution of $5
to the New England Associate Alliance
to help carry on its work of maintaining

ous

The Belfast High school has not entered the three-county league for basket

advertises its Christliable classes for the

((family.
publishes picture

Jan. 7—Belfast in Camden.
Jan. 21—Belfast in Rockport.
Feb. 4—Belfast in Rockland.
March 10—Camden in Belf st
March 17 Rockland in Belfast.

been

frequently

reminded

this

ire

Katherine Woods assisted in serving.

friend,
ug

that you may

millions in

estate

iur

larger

may

smile

ways

your

upon

your

Him who holds the key
id, of things beyond

Mmpare,

have
^'lends and be

ghts,

good health and

multi-millionaire.
Charles E. Rhoades
a

girl who present themColonial Theatre at ten

a !

1-hi

mas

morning,

dressed

cowgirl will receive a
cket to the matinee;

^sugary

Messed cowboy or girl

a

Miss Maude E.
few friends last
her home

on

Barker entertained

Wednesday evening

a

at

Church street presumably

benefit party for the Unitarian Alliance of which she is president, but in

as a

attention for

time and passes away.
She spoke of the original form of representative government built up in Boston,
a

the founding of the Confederation called
the United Colonies of New
England,
and their revolt from British rule. The
statues, monuments and historic spots of
Boston help to keep the glorious past in
the minds of the citizens and perhaps
may account for the feeling of superiority Bostonians are supposed to have.
The long list of authors whose homes
have been in this city, the magnificent
educational institutions, libraries and art
galleries and its patriotic history, unite

reality as a surprise party in honor of
Mrs. Joseph Tyler’s birthday. The refreshments included a handsome birthday
cake which was presented to Mrs. Tyler,
who was also the recipient of a bouquet of
chrysanthemums and many po9t cards.
The evening was spent with auction. The
guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Elmer A. in
justifying its title as “the seat of
Sherman, Mr. and Mrs. William E. Kotand culture and the birthplace
learning
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
T.
Mr.
man,
Chase,
of liberty.” A social half-hour followed,
and Mrs. George R. Doak, Mr. and Mrs
George I. Keating, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. when tea 4nd wafers were served by
McDonald, Mrs. William B. Swan, Mrs

George

A Quimby, James H.
Charles W. Frederick.

Howes,

Mrs.

Elmer

A.

Sherman,

Mrs.

C.

Pineo and Miss Annie M Knowlton.

c

[

spending the winter in

residence on Salmond
and Mrs. R. P. Werner of

'"*

wl|o

*

are

spending the

in ihis city.

i,;

president of the Womd, wishes to thank all
‘My responded in giving

f,jr

1,

1

lie

hospital.

To date

preserves and jelly, 50
and canned goods, pota-

beets, onions, etc., have

*

L

Mrs. Clay has also reM *10 from Miss Louise
in Japan.
The third floor
has been entirely reno-

ta:

*

Ii ,i

w

will be continued on the
ards and the superintend-

h

,,:«h school

V,

“b

[i

m

won

from the

the game Thursday

Armory by
Hu/nell
f
1

here

a score of
was unable

his

recent

28
to

with the Brooks'

'inaliiie

P,rb *,er-C

was

referee.

Tons of Xmas Candies!
RIBBON

FOR THE STOCKINGS!

PORE-FRESH

MIDGETS

CUT ROCK

CANDY

21b. Box, 59c
Very

Beet

ETC.
1-4 LB.
BOX

c, Sherman

if, Rollins

rf, McCauslin

Floor 35c.

a

in The Little Wanderer

Dainty Girl from Nowhere.

THIRD EYE NO. 3.

NEWS.

DIGEST.

Mass.,"!
j

W. H. Staples of North Easton,
formerly of this county, gives the fol- 1
lowing interesting statement in taking
exception to a recent propaganda article
he had read in regard to the difference
between the labor and material costs of
“This last
an oidinary dwelling house:
summer I built a house of 8 rooms, large
pantry and bathroom. I was carpenter,
I did all of the work
mason and painter.
except the plumbing and paper hanging.
The cost of material was $1,456, the
plumbing was $90 and paper hanging was
$30. My time was 630 hours at $1 per

It s a Full Purse

if I had struck for a 10 per cent
would have netted only $63, instead of the $1400 that the expert estimated. Before the house was completely finished, it was sold to a man who

hour,

so

raise I

j

The hall was very
its decorations of red and
green. The Dutch windmills and Christmas bells were appropriate to the season

versalist Church.

tractive

in

and occasion.

i

V
j

When Xmas Comes

|

j

Mrs. Cecil Clay assisted i

Bradbury with

Mrs.

the

FOR EVERYONE WHO
ENROLLS IN OUR

decorations.

The afternoon sales were very successThe children of the society furnishentertainment of songs and dances.
McKeen's orchesTea was also served.
tra furnished music for the concert and
Other numbers
dance in the evening.

■

ful.
ed

an

;

solo, j
on the program were: a vocal
“Dreaming,” by Miss Margaret M. i
Mitchell; vocal duet, “Dost Thou Love
Me, Sister?” Misses Julia and Audrey
Chalmers; baritone solo, Joseph Par- ;
quette; vocal solo, “My Little Dutch
Garden,” Mrs. Basil R. Allen; Dutch
dances in costumes, Misses Olive Morse, I
Clara Hammons and Ernestine Webber
Dancing
and several small children.
closed the evening of enjoyment. Mr. ]
and Mrs. Roscoe Arey catered. Mrs. J. !
G. Paul, Mrs. L. T. Shales and Miss
Edith M. Southworth were in charge of

j

|

the fancy table; Mrs. Sarah C. Thompson and Mrs. George G. Wardwell the
tea; Mrs. F. G. Mixer and Mrs. S N.
Lose F. Fahy

Rackliff the aprons; Mrs
and Mrs. Fannie M. Robertson the frankfurts; Mrs. Elijah Ritchie and Mrs. A. J.

Clary the food; Mrs. Arthur W. Morse
the candy.

FOR XMAS
Another invoice of Made in Maine
Moccasin Slippers are ready for your

inspection.
Also “Kreep-a-Wa, the slipper beautiful,” in greys and browns, at $1.75.

Quality

p

—

lOG

43c ib

CHOCOLATES

MEN

(Old

or

Young)

How about your leather tops. Do
you need new rubbers for these?
Would you like these tops higher
cut? We are headquarters for this
work. We have Ball Band and Firestone Rubbers. We make over your
old or furnish new tops. You cannot make a mistake in bringing this
work to us. •

MIXTURE

4

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS CLUB
We want you in it-and everyone in your

family-also

your friends.

It will be
It is

a

a

lot of fun to belong.

big helpful plan, which will enable

you. and others to accumulate money for
Christmas by saving small amounts by
easy stages.
It’s so easy to save that you will never
miss the small amounts you pay in from time
to time.
When Christmas comes, you will get back
in a lump sum all you have saved, which will
be like finding so much money.

Make it a sure thing.
Enroll at once.

_

The City National Bank, Belfast

TIMM'S SHOE STORE
FANCY

ASSORTED CHOCOLATES

XMAS SPEC 95 S,
Handsome Yuletide Box
Sold everywhere lor $1 50
ALL KINDS

Sold

BOX

30c

Spec 304

everywhere for $l.< 0

LB

BOX

COFFEE I

,b

Makes Delicious Desserts

Margarine

34o lb
3lba. lor 01

Importing

Co.

BENEFIT STORE
10 Main

Street, Belfast, Me.

SALE

I have 150 bushels of potatoes which I
will sell for J1.60 per bushel, delivered in
the city limits. Also turnips at $1 per
bushel and cabbage at 2 cents per pound
at Elm Tree Farm.
E. H. KNOWLTON

Pkge

ROASTED

PEANUTS
10c
QUART

An Ideal Christmas Gift

TWO GRAY HORSES; weight 2800 lbs.
Ages 4 and 5 years.
MRS. PERLEY BRADFORD,
52
Brooks, Maine.

For Sale

40c Value

RAISINS If 29o MINCE MEAT 16c
SEEDED
Large Pkge
Direct

FOR

25c

Pecans Filberts Walnuts
Cast an as
Almonds

CONDENSED

SWEET
NUT

j

HOLIDAY CHOC 55c

Mixed Nuts

TEAS
48o lb

A Real Gift Box

The

Winslow
lb, Woli
rb, Wicksor

Evening, Gallery 25c.,

TIMM’S SHOE STORE

injury

Smalley and Granville Hoff,
hit
lonally well for the
f ,i,
McCausland for the visi-

lb

The Romance of

where.

ay.
"'

Marriage
THOMAS MEIGHAN
THEODORE KOSLOFF

| Shirley Mason

Wednesday

See ours before you purchase else-

uvlton Real Estate Co.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Syl-

,

C.

Your Wife

Matinee, Gallery 15c., Floor 25c.

tenary year. Of its founders she said:
Any body of people who will suffer to
the limit of endurance and even death
for conscience sake is a great people;
Orrin J. Dickey oE this city, who has
saw it twice every day while it was beand when one adds to that the hardibeen engaged for some years in the real
ing built, for $3500.”
estate and insurance business, has re- iiood, statesmanship and lar^e vision reThere was a large attendance last
cently become affiliated with the Charles quired to lay the foun lation of a new
Wednesday afternoon and evening at the
in
a land overrun by savages and
country
G. Clapp Company, Inc., of the Old
in the Armory
of a rigorous climate, where will you Dutch Garden party given
South Building in Boston, who are admitMr. and Mrs.
of
direction
under
the
find the equal of these? She declared
tedly the largest strictly New England
a benefit to the Unithat their acts of religious intolerance Charles Bradbury as
Real estate dealers. Mr. Dickey will
at-

others to dance and Mrs. Ada Pierce and

NAL READERS

COMEDY

McKEEN’S ORCHESTRA AT EVERY PERFORMANCE.

week.

ie

^

Prices:

tercen-

were not
inconsistent, for they never
represent them in Waldo County and
eastern Maine. The firm are particular- pretended to desire a welcome to all
nth Co. offers lower
ly interested in farming property and creeds; they wished an opportunity to
a :n clothes.
special efforts will be made by Mr Dick- worship in their own way and, feeling
ore advertises nioccathat way to be the best, they were not
dishes a shoe fitting ey to list a good percentage of the saleable
true to their mission if they did not disfarm land in this section.
n for sale or rent.
courage all other forms of belief.
In
Little Miss Phyllis Tuttle celebrated
this connection she gave the
:
has young fowl and
of
history
her ninth birthday Friday afternoon by
tier, for
cents.
King’s Chapel, the first Episcopal Church
entertaining a party of little friends at
mpie Shop advertise a
in New England, later to become the
her home on High street.
Games were
si arrived.
it's
first Unitarian Church in this country.
ri. & Co. offers 20 per played and delicious refreshments were
Thus, while Boston began by being inc,thingand furnishing served including a birthday cake.
The
tolerant in regard to sects, it has become
US
decorations were in the Christmas colors.
the home of the most widely divergent
Electric Co. offers elec- The
included Olive Michaels, Eveguests
r
D;tmas.
creeds. Here are located the Mother
lyn Wood, Alice Brown, Alice Coombs,
id publishes a freedom
Church of the Christian Scientists, many
Ellen Taylor, Henriella Coombs, Drucilla
beautiful edifices of the Catholic faith
id ford, Brooks, offers Roderick, Frances McRae, Ruth Foster, (the
oldest Christian church of the world)
thorses for sale.
Mildred
Darby, Katherine Pendleton.
besides being the starting piace for every
advertises its Christ Mrs. Albert D. Mowry was also a guest.
new cult and ism that engages
people’s
Olive Michaels played the piano for the
"•

Ike

NEWS.

A PARAMOUNT ARTORAFT PICTURE.

guest.

was

local member of the firm.

It’s a mighty story of the struggle of
two men; one all sand, the other dirt.

PRODUCTION

GLORIA SWANSON
BEBE DANIELS

Harry
Snow,
Madge S. Vinal, Misses Geneva Hutchins, Alberta W. Farnham, Carrie M

is himself

bakery

Burton Holmes.

in “SAND”

FEATURING^

—

Hammons,

acting as classes for the foreign-born in manuclosed several facturing centers. Mrs. E. M. Glidden
months ago. Mrs. Mary C. Sweatt is the read several
interesting items of religi-

Main

keeper.

WILLIAM S. HART

Later

The Man’s Side of Modern

Mrs. Altana E. Dutch brought to this
16th a bouquet of dandelions
picked on her lawn on Upper High street
In a personal note from Dark Harbor
Mrs, Louie F. Ames says: “There is a
dandelion in blossom here on the lawn of
John W. Pendleton. There is no need of
people going South this winter. They
better come to Islesboro.”
Mrs. Benj. H. Mudgett entertained at
her home Thursday evening Mrs Luther
office Dec.

cottage home at Temple Heights, NorthThe Women’s Alliance of the First
port, have received invitations to their Parish (Unitarian) church met last Thurssixtieth wedding anniversary to be ob- day afternoon
at the home of Mrs. George
served on Friday evening, Dec. 24th.
A.
with an

make this a very
CHRISTMAS.

fhe

on

business trip.

A.

Jack.

Why Change

has been in

a

Day.

We mv,iId like to

Thompson

Boston and New York the past week
a

or

CECIL OE NILLE8’

When you call at the Howes groccery store be sure to place your coffee
order to his credit as he is now trying for
one of their cash prizes.
quet.

jba:

Sornuny

Marriner has sold a sufof Webster-Thomas &

B.

Big Holiday Program

MONDAY and TUESDAY

100 cents worth.

have a

OWEN MOORE in

Daredevil

MAGAZINE.COMEDY

L. DAVIS, The«e&
rKRT
PI'*
Buys
y

SATURDAY

Sooner than marry he avoided women.
Later he was sorry he had done so.

Ihe Funniest, Breeziest, freshest
team

FRIDAY

Sooner

Lets Be Fashionable

shirts, Suspenders, Belts, Hats, Caps, Gloves, Mittens, Lambskin Lined
Coats, etc., etc.

THEATRE

For

an

Absent Friend—

One of Those Beautiful Townsend

Photographs

(Thsy bring back pleasant memories)
sale

at

the woodcock store

NOTICE
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Searsport National Bank will be held at
their banking rooms in Searsport on Tuesday,
Jan. 11,1921, at 2 o'clock p. m., to elect directors for the ensuing year and transact any
other business as may legally come before the

meeting,
8w51

W. R. BLODGETT, Cashier

Edmund P. Brown of this
clerk on the Boston-Bangor
on the Belfast-Burnham line
Christmas rush. Orrin J.
assisting him.
Ir

The Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Co. I
city, mail
The Third Maine will have an exhibidivision, is have rented tor Mr. and Mrs. John A. tion drill and dance in the Armory on
during the Chadwick their residence on Northport Friday evening, Dec. 31st. The proceeds
Dickey is avenue to David W. Nichols of Sears- will be used to help furnish their club

port, who will occupy it for the winter.

room

and a large atten dance is desired.

Women
Made Young
keep yc'ir s*
in order by regularly taking

BALE IN

ARE FOR

BELFAST

BY

i,:

xmUEB* Gold Medal on every
d nrern* no cnitf.tioa

feor

by special arrangement has all
patterns all the time.

Boudior

Caps

Few small

the

gifts

for Christmas
more

are

personal

than a dainty boudoir cap
that harmonizes with.the belongings and
style of the recipient. Very simply

acceptable

and

made

Recent successful commercial application of Balsa wood where cork has been
thought indispensable brings to attention
one of the strangest of nature’s products.
Not only is it the lightest of all known
woods, weighing less than half as much
as cock, but it possesses as well remarkable elasticity and strength, is unexcelled
as an insulator against heat, and has a
microscopic structure unlike that of any
other wood.
The wood comes from a tropical tree
found all over the northern part of South
America. It is especially abundant in
Honduras, Costa Rica, Colombia, Jamaica, and Panama. Some years ago the
cultivation of balsa on another of the West
Indian islands was undertaken on a large
scale, but was not successful because of
the natural limitations of the wood.
The tree is easy to cultivate, and there
is no doubt but that the wood in any
quantity demanded will be available for
fnture use.
It is entirely a
second
growth tree, and is found only where the
land has once been cleared, excepting for
a few scattered trees found throughout
the tropical forests.
Tests made by the Bureau of Standards and by Cornell University show
that, in spite of the extreme lightness of
the materia], it is about half as strong as
The present process of preparspruce.
ing the wood for market completely
coats the interior walls of the cells with
paraffin without clogging them aDd with
out adding any appreciable weight to the
wood. It is thus rendered waterproof
and immune to warping or splitting.
It is now used chiefly in the making of
life preservers, ring buoys, rafts and
other life-saving equipment for the sea.
Constant experimentation, however, is
enlarging its field of usefulness. During
the war the wond was used as filling for
the wings of flying boars, to give them
buoyancy in case the machine dropped
into the sea.
What promises to be one of the most
important uses for the wood is in the
Balsa is
manufacture of refrigerators.
declared by refrigerating engineers to be
almost a perfect insulator against heat.
At a recent nautical exposition in New
York a refrigerator made of balsa wood
was iced at the beginning of the show
and closed. Ten days later it was opened and some of the ice still remained.—

Popular Mechanics Magazine.

SOUTH MONTVILLE
Mrs. Olive Randall is spending a few
weeks with her cousin, Mrs. Sherman, in
Washington, Me.
Miss Ruth Colby is assisting Mrs. Martell McLain in the care of her children
and household duties for a short time.

place.
O. W. Ripley motored to Augusta, Dec
8th, to attend the State Assessors’ convention. He reports a pleasant and profitable session with a large attendance from
all over the State.

KNOX K1DUE.
Porter and Coyt Ingraham are sawing
wood for those who have got their winter wood at the door.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Vose, Miss Achsah
Hal! of Montville spent the day Dec. 8th
at C. B. Ingraham’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clement called on
N. P. Libby of Unity, recently.
Mr.
Libby had the misfortune to fall and
break his hip Friday morning.

elaborate types that soil easily and are
to freshen. If any accessory
needs to be dainty and fresh, it is this

very particular women
make their own cosmetics that the making has become almost
a fad.
The woman who can make her
own creams knows them to lie pure,
and knows she can get three times
the quality and quantity for less than
the price of the purchased article.
Cold creams are easily made, if one
has a good recipe.
The oils and
waxes are melted slowly in a double
boiler, the waters added slowly and
the whole beaten and beaten as it
cools, until a light frothy cream rePowders are more difficult to
sults.
make. I never advise their mantifacTt
is rliPMDPr To Dlir(■lira nl homo

SOchoose

if'1

Even

plain

a

woman

in

tractiveness

miBasvua vn -<uvs
UEHE POPOUkR VAVMVX WStfOR. VS
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costumes, while

can

achieve at-

pretty morning
soiled dowdy negligee

fresh
a

is an abomination that makes the wearer
look

whatever her claims

common

Just

a

plain little mob

lace with a

Tommy

cap

rmy, p

of all over

#as

chase unscented rice powder, a large
can be bought for
to perfume or tint
this at home. Bleaches are best made
at home, hair tonics mixed by a good

quantity of which
half a dollar, and

v

96;/

the merest school girl could make it.
Fishermaiden toques of double chiffon
with tiny frills of val lace about the face
and a long tassel
the
are

weighting
point,
smart, while upstanding

and

new

coronets of wired lace with a rosette and
a
lot of hanging ends at the left side
make the new Russian cap that goes for
boudior

evening wear according to the
kind of materials employed to construct
or

MAOS

mt

SCOTT tk

«

•COTT'S EMULSION

n

a weeping woman with the
dog
in her lap, astonished ttie child.
what
on
earth has hap“Why,
pened?” exclaimed Ada. “And why is
Fluffy scorched and lying in vour

Use
For Over
Thirty tears

“Oh, I am so proud of darling Fluf“Wasn’t that
fy,” exclaimed Ada.
smart and good of her to do that?”
“Site is the best doggie in the
world.” cried Aunt Pauline as sne wen;
to the cupboard and got out a bit of
chicken

and

milk.

some

“We

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

will

speak again of her going away.
Fluffy must stay right here, and she
never

a

night."

ROW BOATS WANTED

A very happy party there was that
night after the gas was lighted and
the dinner had been cleared away.
Fluffy sat on the sofa while Ada and
Aunt Pauline made pretty bows for
her neck and praised her up as the
best little dog in the world.
(Copyright.)
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The Scientists

Cold Tablets in his
bag, and every

worrying
About the Course of Light,
Some say it cornea in swerving
are

curves

{

one

•

On through the spacious night,
While others state
It travels straight—
I don’t know which is right,
And what is more I do not care
As long as I can get my share
To brighten up the path I tread
From now to days that lie ahead.

speaks just as
highly of them.”

i

(Copyright.)

Lucia W. Edwards, late of SearsFirst and final account presented for
by Julia E. Wentworth, executrix.
Estate of Albina Pease, late of Belmont.
First and fianl account presented for allowance by Fannie E. Hart, executrix.
Estate of

*

a

—

flat

wife likes
hotel
I s’poso I need
not tell you
that
They in the
latter
dwell.

COLLEOIOR’S NOTICE OF SALE

a

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

imaginative spell.
once

A GENTLE HINT

Holiday-maker who

listening
shipwreck: “And

has been

to a long story about a
how did you feel after they got you out

of the water?” Ancient mariner: “Not
half so dry as I feel at this moment I”

First and final account presented for allowance
Gustavus B. Holt and Philip S. Rust, executors.
Estate of Ada U. Gordon, late of Searsmont.
First and final account presented for allowance

by

His

■

v.

|

Estate of Everett E. V
Harold S. Morton
executor December 14. A
■

son.

j

administrator Dti

pointed

Estate of At bie E Sinin.
fast, Grace A Lord of BO
ministratrix Dec mber 14. A
Estate

of

Ada

Caivina Hervey appointed
cember 14, A. D. 19-0.
Estate of Mary F. Fry
Julia 1 Frye of Montville
tratrix December 14. A, I)
Estate of Jessie H. Fry
Julia 1. Frye of Mor.tvilh

a

Dec*

u

tratrix de bonis

non

:•>'i

|
!
}

^

Potter

Estate of oarah W

port.

j

Swum

E

,t.

v-

Cnarles R. hill
December
of

|
|

ed administrator

j
j

Berjamin Frau*
ot Worcester, in the State
formerly of Searsmont, in F
Ernest A, Davis of M<*mv
ministrator December 14, A
Estate of

j

Estate of Walter R Frer
Millard F, French of Belt
dian December 14, A. i>.
;
Estate of John W. Tun
Watson G, Turner of J«
Estate of Martha A. Small, late of Thorn- j W. Turner of Palermo a»
dike. First and final account presented for December 14, A. D. 1920.
1
allowance by Henry H. Small, administrator, j
Estate of Frederica F
Estate of GuBtavus O. Holt, late of Boston, j ton, Massachusetts. Alin.

LE ROY, N. Y.

Jack Spratt pre-

have

allowance

“The Pink Tablets in the Yellow Box
EAST GUESS.

Notice is hereby giver.

appointments

port.

JANES cold tablets

j

fers

I

newspaper published and
in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
ti e Probate Office in said Belfast on the second
Tuesday of January, A. D. 1921, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon
if they see cause.

these tablets

ELI.Li.
Jo.
A true copy of ibe ork
CHAIS. E. JO

Estate of Adelbert Mi
K Millett of Beif
ministratrix December 14. \
Estate of Lucinda C A
Alma A. Morse of Belfa
tratrix December 14, A, l1
Estate of Nathan I>. Ros.ville. Augustine D, Ross

publican Journal, a
printed at Belfast,

who has used

*

ill annexed.

Estelle

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, in and
for the County ol Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twenty. The following matters having been presented for the
action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
hereby ordered, th t notice thereof be given
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published once a week for
three weeks successively before t he second
Tuesday of January, A. D. 1921, in The Re-

a

w

Estate of George W. I
Emma L Davis appoint*
14. A. D 1920

estates hereinafter named:

package of Lane’s

THE MAIN POINT.

which

village

man

few minutes
ago, he would not
think of leaving

By John Kendrick Bangs.

$100

the old home

A

a

A LINE O’ CHEER

George.
Mrs. Justin V. Jackson, Mrs. J. W.
Wentworth and Mrs. G. A. Gordou.
The funeral was held at the residence of

see

i0al|

; and State of Maim:

Tenement of five rooms below stairs.
Enquire at the

To all persons interested in either ot the

-o-—
—

few years ago with her son
She leaves three
daughters,

again in fancy, seeming
To be clasping band of neighbor and of
friend and relative;
And their faces rise before you as you’re
idly, fondly dreaming
O’er the. little country paper printed
where you used to live.
—Kansas Industrialist

g

l
Estate of Charles K,
j Northport. Juiia E.
I executrix December 14.

PhOBAIt NOTICES

a

know full well.
And a flood of recollection passes o’er
y.u while you’re musing
On the past, and weaves about you an

t-

Court, within and for

JOURNAL OFFICE.

ago, and has been cared for by her four
children as only a loving mother could

Reward

;
;

She was

Mrs. Edmunds former borne.

wiifi the

j

a

Wentworth,

oi

Estate of Marina H
Will and pen .ion fur pr. :
ic iters it s Lain ciliary is. ushe bring ihe executrix
presents said petition.
bond be r-quircu iron
tamed in the petition lur

DrJ.G. Stephenson j

surgical patient
hospital, in Belfast.
Mrs. Thomas Ayer passed away Saturday, December 11th, aged nearly 94

most

,..t.

of prt btiiu d with'a pel
copy of said wni and ecu
filt-u ami recorded n
it
Waido County and tl.b
issue to Charles D
Kennicut Draper, (hey
Ranted therein
Appiicau
required from said execu
ihv. petition lor probate i.
is piesented by said ex-, cu

j

at the Tapley

to Morrill

?lS

,*a;^

s

codicil and certificate

and

North-

Telephone 223-3

resident of this town the
of her long and useful life, moving

die •:

■

MONTVILLE.

a

•..

s.

Estate of Kuih Dana i
York, deceased. Authen

WOOD LOT ON TER* S

Verona Clarke.

was

,.r

In Swsnvi’le, easy haul to Belfast; fine grove
of birch, maple, beech ard soft woods; excel ;
lent camp < r* grour ds. We offer lot, wo* d and
Esiate of Charles IS
j
can p for just about cost of camp.
port. First and final ate
! Ickey-Knowltcn Feal Estate To.
I allowance by Everett L.
BELFAST, MAINE
Estate of El zubt tb 1 v
Pythian Bicck,
boro.
First anu final ti
allowance
by Elsie B
j

their wearers.

She

ministraloi

W’e have a 26 acre wood lot three miles from
city in Northport; good variety of lir wo* d;
will sell la: d ar d wood, or wood without land.
Nice location for summer home. Some lard
in fields and good orchard.
Has house cellar.
Price very low.

coquettish on the girlish contingent, they are not advisable where
the aim is to add to the youthful look of

be.

allowance be made p
state of said deed.--

Esiate of (»*orge R. Beidti.
Fust acc uat pit sen

TWENTY-FIVE ACRE WOOD LOT

«oW.

an

nnt

port. six miles from Belfast; easy naul to Belfast; all hard wood; price very low for land
and wood, or terms if desired.

are

Mrs. E. G. Howes is

p,,^,"1,1

petition

'Norman (j. beioen and Ku—

EIGHTY-FIVE ACRE WOOD LOT

I

?*;■:, 4.4

J“£e

ihe

personal

rent, hardwood floors, fur
lights, in either single house or
flat
Will consider lease and p^y liberal rent
Rental not important if house is good.

older wearer the other style is
preferable. In other w’ords while Granuy

CENTER

is contained in

of,

Pe.5.ion of Benjamin t. Fuller uf
FA! M LA D BARGAIN
^
Iiiuiiw lor authority to act.; t
Two miles frt m nost office; five seres cleared iortn, u ciu d of Donald a,i ! Dona.ti jdu
land with excellent hay or garden soil, on Noriorin, m u to change his nan,
ton or Perkins road Easy haul to
city and fi''** I er. Pe itiun presented by Her jama, ••
location for early crops.’ Great bargain, cash
Estate of Frank A. Cusl n an. ia;t.
or easy terms.
,j
v He.
'•
Petition oi Ellen
-i

an

caps

<

boats; piano; white
enamel chiffoniere; flat top desk.

long chin and also the “dolly” type of
face, looks well in the cap pictured, but

for

■

Small hen

the most successful.

The >oung girl with

fc.Btate of
l> I'ust
rii-Crased. Psutioi! that V.riiiH
|p'
U itj or »oim other suiti bit
5
appointee adininisir .tor .,r
jJ
t«on presented by I zz
h ir- it-law
f said decsa
3
tnai no bond be r
q..ired .-f s. id a.m.iniatw

HEN H USE FOR S LE
hous-; wir fencing; lawn fencing;
fi hing dory; motor boat engine

shall have milk and chicken for dinner every day.
Then that pretty rug
in my room will he her bed every

decided sort of contrasting trimming is

You can

BOWNC

MAKERS OP

floor,

rule the cap that conforms to the
natural outline of the
head, with some

you

Price, 25-50-75^

Bears the

MODERN RENT WAITED

and till these with the
preparations, the jars being an ornament to the dressing table, not a detriment, as most purchased affairs are.
Then, too, one can buy e little of a
desired expensive perfume, and use it
for scenting all one’s toilet requisites.
Ami one can choose some distinctive
scent, and keep to it, instead of mixing several odors into one indiscriminate combination.
A good hair tonic, a good cream,
glycerine and rose water, face and talcum
powder, vaseline for nails and
eyebrows, and a nail polish are all a
woman really needs, ordinarily.
(Copvright.)
-()--

THE HOME TOWN PAPER

QUICK RELIEF!

Always

a

How the heart grows soft and tender
while its columns you’re perusing,
Every item is familiar, every name

With or without water:
pi Meant to take.

the open window to make hot water
for tea.
Aunt Pauline
Soon all was quiet.
was sleeping soundly
and did not
know that the curtains were caught
by the breeze and blown direct into
the flatne of the lamp.
They caught fire and soon flame and
smoke began to fill the flat.
Fluffy
woke up.
Quick as a wink she tore
down the hall and into Aunt Pauline's
room, where the sleeper still lay. unconscious of harm.
Jumping on the bed, Fluffy began
to bark and scratch at the covers in
the wildest fashion. Then she pushed

bottles

aiMa-es

Is* INDIGESTION

A

i

Mothers Know
Genuine Castoria'

Aunt Pauline burst Into a new flood
of tears and hugged Fluffy closer.
has
“What
happened!” she exclaimed.
“Why, everything. When I
was asleep the curtains caught fire
from the stove and set the room afire
—I would have burned to death had
not Fluffy jumped on the bed and
awakened me.”

druggist according to prescription.
Then one can purchase artistic jars
and

For Infants and

her shaggy head into Aunt Pauline’s
face.
With a start the sleeper sprang to
her feet and tumbled out on the floor.
The room was tilled with smoke that
poured into the hall, and the blazing
curtains had caught the flames so
fiercely that several pictures were
afire.
A moment later and the fire
would have gotten over the whole flat
and both Fluffy and Aunt Pauline
would have been burned.
But seeing a moment’s lift tn the
smoke, Aunt Pauline dashed to the
bathroom and. getting a pail of water,
managed, by making several trips, to
put out the flames.
Then, tired and exhausted with the
excitement, she sat down in tears in
the front room witli little Fluffy curled
in her lap.
Presently the door opened and in
came Ada.
The smoky room, the wet

lap?”

S

wha r

Atkins strap of rib-

The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure
in all its stages and that is catarrh. Catarrh being greatly influenced by constitutional conditions
requires constitutional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Medi
cine is taken internally and acts thru the
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the System, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, giving the patientstrength
by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work. The proprietors have so much faith in the curative powers of Hall’s Catarrh Medicine
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
Send for
any case that it fails to cure.
list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Tole lo,
Ohio. Sold by all Druggists, 75c.

Granules)

“I think I will take a nap, Ada,”
said Aunt Pauline, as she went to her
room.
“Run to the store for me arid
get this list, but leave the dog here,
as it might give yop trouble on the
street.”
So Ada went out and Fluffy laydown on a rug in the hall, curling up
her pink nose in her shaggy hair.
Aunt Pauline lay down in her room
and left an alcohol stove burning by

to

If You Make Your Own Cosmetics You
Know Their Quality.

$100

or

heart.

prettiest contraptions of this sort, and

was

(Tablets

WAS raining hard. Ada stood by
window with Fluffy In her
arms, the dog’s wet nose pressed
against the pane, while the child's
tears flowed silently down her cheeks
and on to Fluffy’s curly head.
For Fluffy was to be sent away Into
the country.
Ada, who was motherless, had been sent to live with her
Aunt Pauline, but the aunt did not like
dogs and decided to send the pet out
to her farm.
The news broke Ada’s

ITthe

bon matched by a similar binding and a
rosette over the left ear is one of the

Mr. and Mrs. J. W.

KMIOIDS

FLUFFY AND THE FIItE

distinction.

devotedly cared for by
Mrs. C. B. Ingraham, Mr. and Mrs. E.
N. Hall, Mr. and Mrs Frank Clement her daughter, Mrs. H. A. Bickford, and
and Mrs. Bessie Ingraham attended the her husband, who is over 94.
Pomona Grange at Union Harvest, CenMrs. Mary Edmunds of Morrill, died
ter Montville.
Sunday, Dec. 12, in Liberty, at the temMrs.
porary home of her son, George L.
Edmunds’ husband died thirty-four years
MICKIE SAYS
optravss

to

and other negligee fixings.

years.

>

---1

difficult

George W. McLain was home for Sunday from his camp at South Freedom. it.
He has a big crew of men working in the
As
woods and plans for a big winter’s work.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Wentworth have
closed their residence and are spending
the winter with Mr. and Mrs. Enoch
Pease at their new home on the Randall

*

„„

MANY

caps, with a touch of effective
trimming are in better taste than too

THE LHjHEST WOOD KNOWN

:

HOME-MADE COSMETICS

NO WAITING TO SEND.

Look for tlse

>

i_

ESSIE P. CARLE
Afho

The world’s standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles, lb#
enemies of iitt anil looks. In use since
1696. All druggists, three size3.

!

!

20c. and 25c.

stem

COLD MEDAL

I

•
1
1
1

Bright eyes, a clear skin r.n J a t ady
full of youth and health rr -.>• ire
yours if you will

J

taxes on lands situated in the town of Searsport, in the County of Waldo, for the year
192°
'i'he following list of tixes on real estate of non-resident owners in the town of Searsport
for the year 1920. committed to me for collection for said town on the first day of June 1920,
remains unpaid; and notice is hen by given that if said taxes, interest and charges are not previously pai i, s much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor,
including interest and chirges. will be sold at public auction at the Town Hall in said town,
(the same being the place where the last preceding annual town meeting of said town was
held) on the first Monday of February, 1921, at nine o’clock a. m.
Tax on Real
No. of
Estate
Value
Acres
Description of Real Estate.
Nsme of Owners.
house
and
of
land
and
Homestead
east
fide
barn,
Rev. C. R. Carleton.
Mt. Ephraim road.
12
$7.60
buildings, $260
A. T. Peabody Heirs. Lot of land on northwest side of Mt.
and
land
south
of
of
road
to
Ephraim road,
1-4
$3.00
village cemetery...
$100
Homestead house, west side Warren
Maria Waterhouse.
street...
of land, $100
1*4
$24.00
of bldgs, $700
Louisa CroBby Heirs. Homestead house, north side Merritbew lane...
of land, $26
1-16
$3.76

Unpaid

by Edward Evans, administrator.
Estate of Clifford J. Pattee, late of Belfast
First anti final account presented.for al owancs
by Jessie S. Pattee, executrix.
Estate of Clifton S Webber, late of Belfast.
First and final recount presented for allowance
by Arvilla S. Webber, administratrix.
Estate of Addie DeSilver, late of Prospect.
First and,final account presented for allowance
by John R. Dunton, administrator.
Eatate of Elijah S. Shuman, late of Belfast.
First and final account presented for allowance
by H. Fair Holmes, executor.
Estate of Sarah B. Fletcher, late of Belfast.
Firqt and final account presented for allowance
by Sewell B, Fletcher, executor.
Estate of Asa Sawyer, late of Unity. First
and final account presented for allowance by
Fred Sawyer, administrator.
of bldgs, $100
Estate of Frank L. Tosier, late of Unity.
W. D. SMART,
First and final account presented for allowance
Collector of Taxes for the Town of Searsport for the year 1920.
by Maggie W. Tosier.
Dec. 17,1920—3w 52
Estate of Albina Pease, late of Belmont.
Petition of Fannie E. Hart, executrix, for determination of collateral inheritance tax.
NIGHT RATES
“Prayers are messages to God.” “Oh,
Eatate of James C. Gilmore, late of Searssee,” BBid„ Johnny, “and we wait until
Petition of Amoe Nichols, executor, for
When little Johnny asked his mother bedtime to send them so’s to get the port,
determination of collateral inheritance tax.
night rates.”
what prayers are, he was told tha
»

ij

Boston appointed executr
D. 1920. Edwin C. Mar

pointed agent.
1920,
Dated

at

*

■

j

Qualified

Belfast,

in

sai

day of December, A. D. 1
CHAS. E JOHN
ADMINISTRATRIX NO

jj

F

berhereby givts notice th-.t
appiinted administratrix

1

!

j

JENNETTE E. FEKNA !
of Waldo,
as the law directs.
demands against the esiaFnare deeired to present the
and all indebted thereto ar«
in the
bonds

County

j

j
5

payment immediately.

\
I

kathki.

Belfast, Me,, Nov. 9, ly^'1

ADMINISTRATRIX.'' N
hereby gives notice 1
duly appointed administratr
FRED W. PERKINS, lah
d>'
in the County of Waldo.

1

scribei

3

bonds as the law directs.
demands against the eBtao
the sa
are desired to present
and all indebted thereto

payment

j

.,

I"

;ii

are i«Q

immediately.^^

Camden, Me., Nov. 9, 1929

y

rtBN

j

A SAFE

^Patriotic
tollCn
ide, fflardimf, gives
|»a" he 1S>
3

the

a

us

and

of

,,

For those who are in need of a
remedy
for ki ney troubles and backache it
is a
good plan to try Doan’s

address to the
few days ago by Pres-

farewell

ne

Kidney Pills.
They are strongly recommended by Belfast people.
Mrs. Charles I. Smith, 5 Cross Street
Belfast, says: “Some years ago I was in
pretty bad shape with kidney trouble. I

glimpse
ls

wel1

reading.
>^carelul
and members of the Sen-

pf*1.,
for an opportunity to
IGrateful
of the
informally
*j a®
V.»'3'heart which I Icould utter
„t

some

Li"31;
ar

am

was laid up for about six months
and at
the end of that time I had to go about on
rheumatic
fever
crutches,
being the cause
of my trou le in the first place.
The
pains through my back and kidneys nearly killed me and I couldn’t get any ease
from the awful misery, no matter what
position i was in. I had such dizzy spells
the bed seemed to be turning round and
round and my head ached dreadfully. I
could hardly stand the misery.
My kidneys didn’t act as they should, either.
While at the hospital, I only got temporary relief and finally came home and began using Doan’s Kidney Pills, as they
I was surwere recommended to me.
prised how quickly they helped me and
four boxes cured me.”

con-

other way.
I am here to-day
f u.t that
D0

51' i-iiii

unusual circumstances,
there isa detunmindful thatwhich
one can
„usition
form of
,ept through some
which does not seem

Ii3lI,r
Ijiffi"•’i

'■

||Wul

&e“"el

,f this body could be more
I may
I.
,ve it thau am
ii‘n! V’late that 1 came here with
for this body, and I am
;
greater respect than that
‘“me. If one could always
fortunes to his

«f05' i

political

preferred my mem;"s.wuld haveoflice
citizen may

f

m

“h'

P.

fcwy

a

any

North Waldo Pomona

TEST.

60c. at all dealers. Foster-Milbi rn Co.,
Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

elsewhere in the
Republic
the associaKr be freedom,
'.noth sense of responsibility
I am conscious of
s here.
which Congress holds in
or

under our Constitution,
service here I am particu"to the obligations of the
., my responsibilities begin
shall be as
e capacity I
Senate’s responsibilities
ue

;ment

in

■

[■

P

for them as a
at the same time to
‘..,ut the responsibilities of
Our governmental good
not lie in any surrender at
the Avenue, but in the corooperation which ben a great and truly rep-

f!’e nopular

fright,
But

house

Is all

GOOD THINGS FOR THE TABLE.

government.
the thought partic-

A nice spice cake which will keep
moist a long time Is the following:

Spice Cake.
Cream one-half a cupful of butter,
add oue and one-half cupfuls of brown
sugar, two eggs without separating,
one-half cupful of coffee and two cupfuls of flour sifted with three teaspoonfuls of baking powder and one teaspoonful of cinnamon, one-half teaspoonful of mace and one-half teaspoonful of clove. Add the coffee alternately with the flour and bake In

■

■

1

helpful

es

a

relationship

side which lias added
of fellow service during

vears.
,;g no easy

We have
task.
the readjustment of
after the world tumult,
asks at home; we have our
able work of the civila sure that the necessity
will inspire us to work
common counsel, to be
mother, and to give the
all of us to attain the
ne our Republic at ho ne
its high place among
the earth.
■

Cereal and Nutmeat Chops.
Take three-fourths of a cupful of hot
cooked cream of wheat, add one-fourth
of a cupful of soft bread crumbs, two
cupfuls of fine crushed nutmeats, one
teaspoonful of salt, one-fourth teaspoon of pepper, one-half teaspoonful
of powdered thyme and one egg beaten
light. Mix all the Ingredients together
cutlet
into
thoroughly and form
shapes. Place in a buttered pan and
bake twenty minutes. Serve with bananas cut in quarters, rolled iu flour

not venture upon
though I am
mber of this body. Three
resent administration re■uid have House and Seniti making them fruitwasted months. There
ue done and we have al'■ of delay that I should
recognition that there
s
to serve, but precious
for service to our com1

loaf pan.

Peanut Butter Fudge.
Boll together two cupfuls of brown
of
milk;
sugar and one-half cupful
when a soft ball is formed by dropping
little in cold water, add one-half
a
cupful of peanut butter, reheat until
melted, pour into a buttered pan and
mark In squares when partly cooled.

site

7-.it c-n.s

our

—Edgar Guest

has been
Of
t the senatorial oligarchy.
a
lt here knows that to be
;m .ginative and harmless
recognize how essential
and par,, ueiess of Congress,
!
-senate, in the making of
c‘..’e; it tonal administration. 1
of a cols today the wish
:confidence and the cothe members of this body in
eh begin next March
mt this sincere request to
aisle. One can not prom...
m all things with an op.7.
l.ich is sometimes insistwe may find common
spirit of service; and I
it agreeable and courte-

s

that

say

to

me

six

I

pa an’

right.

"“v:- ind. Something

■

house and have all sorts

there’s always a game when the
supper is done.
An* at our house there’s marks on the
wall an’ the stairs
An' ma says that our house Is really a

jealous

s

our

An’

| e,...
mean

^

play at
of fun,

We

cau

now, even

■

and fried in hot fat.

*

Chocolate Mocha Cake.
Mix as usual the following ingredients : One-lialf cupful each of butter,
brown sugar, white sugar and molasses,
one ounce of melted chocolate, two egg
yolks beaten light, one-fourth of a cup
of cream, one-fourth of a cup of milk,

Mr. President and Sen■'ion of my regret that
n this floor and in comeliding today. It has
id a proul experience.
he hope to one and all
■omen a change in ofit will not interrupt
nor deprive us of the
ip which I have found
-nsation for the sacri■:jus public service.

one-lialf teaspoonful of soda, onefourth teaspoonful of clove, one-half
teaspoonful each of cinnamon and
and the
macje. two cupfuls of flour
stiffly beaten whites of two eggs. Bake
iu a sheet twenty-five minutes.

Frosting.
cupful of butter. If salt,

Mocha

Take one
wash It; add two and one-half cupfuls
of sifted confectioner’s sugar, then two
squares of melted chocolate; finally
beat in one-fourth of a cupful of

UCKSON.
a

business visitor in

was

business visitor in

M

C.

vis

Make
coffee a few drops at a time.
and freeze the orange ice as usual. To
a pint of cream add a .scant half cupful of sugar, and such flavoring as desired ; heat until light but not firm or
in the least dry. Fill the mold with
layers of the orange Ice and the
whipped cream. Cover and pack to

Stevens spent
rs. Mary Edwards.
H. McKinley attended
;t Brooks Dec. 8th.
of Waldo is visiting
and Mrs. F. B. Taylor.

-'ey

E.

Gould of Dixmont
Lyman Stevens recently.
>

vr

L

1

!

become firm.

has been visiting his
for the past

Morton,

j
been

■L Chase who has
Lneo has arrived home

Spanish Sandwiches.
small chopping bowl
into a
twelve* anchovies wiped free from oil,
two tablespoonfuls of capers and four
or five branches of parsley; chop fine,
Put

;

i

|

of Frankfort closed a ! then
pound with a pestle, adding rneanterm of school at the i
while half a teaspoonfui of mustard,
“geiiec loth.
one tablespoonful each of oil and vineUj.
Morton is spending a
gar and the hard cooked yolks of two
her grandparents, Mr.
| eggs. When all is mixed to a smooth
b Batchelder.
paste spread upon buttered bread;
it.,R Morton has purchased sprinkle with the whites of eggs
noer lot in Thondike and is
chopped fine and press together sandlj there.
B v who teaches in Bel- wich fashion.
1|:'g her vacation with her
li....
in i Mrs. W. L. Boyd.
Lari Ricker will be pleased
s
gaining. Mr. Ricker has
(©, 1920, Western Newspaper Union.)
to his home lor
three

I

rv

I
j
j

j

Bolshevist.
“Are you a parlor bolshevist?"
“No. The humbler phases of life Interest me. The lettuce sandwich and
the cup of tea are no inducements. 1
am directing my attention to the kitchen, where they really have something
The

Corner closed Dec. 10th

v

vacation.

'■

'a

Miss Merle
the fall term
for the winter term.

20, taught

GIRLS’ CLUBS
■al

Kitchen

League of Girls' Clubs is
to eat.”
Pally through the territ0 Ohio.
its
Among
aculeate the best use of
“My daughter practices five hours a
“‘Li to develop the idea of day,” said Mr. Cumrox.
Girls from lb years up !
“Surely she will become a great ard IS a
Slrictly non-sectarian ! tist.”
-h the caste system
“I hope so. Anyway I hope she’ll
has no ;
f
supporting and is organ- soon get far enough along to join a musi«»"> upwards, and is not cal union and strike for shorter hours.”
—Washington Star.
work.

j

■

::

v_^‘■'■'-'lement

^etterhealtli
doctor will tell you that poor health often starts
upset of etomach and liver. You know the
prevail'"ms and the very first
to do is to relieve the

j

thing

.';V~

»>y wallowing a convenient bit of physic but
a
thoroughly good and scientifically prepared
>•
The standard remedy for years is that pure
°°d” Medicine, endorsed
by thousands of Maine

|

":"i: of whom you know.
1
ll

benefit
'c'3

ln

sample

a

It has helped them; it

you.
50 cent

^

rj

“T

Cl
q

bottle,.

Ask your

dealer,

to the “L. F.” Medicine Co..

or

send

Portland,

Me.

^

£

Last Night’s Dreams
-What They Mean
DREAM ABOUT
ING?

DID YOU

An
interesting meeting of North
Waldo Pomona grange was held with
Harvest Home grange in Brooks, Wed.

|

The

Ceres,

was called upon and briefly responded for the good of the order.
A recess was taken at this time during
which an abundant dinner was served by
host grange who made
ladies of

ing, was assembled in the fifth degree and
O. W. Lane extended fraternal greetings.
G. H. York responded in behalf of the
visitors.

minute talk—Care and manageof the dairy cow for the winter
production of milk by Frank Quimby.
Five

ment

Quimby spoke in an instructive
regarding his herd of Holateina
and Ayrsbires, and his method of feeding. He has followed the method advocated by the extension college, for the
past year, and has proven that the results are more satisfactory by far than
those obtained by his former manner of
feeding. Several of the members asked
the privilege of questioning Mr. Quimby
and the inquiries were courteously answered. Pleasing selections were read by
Albert Lowe, Maude Mudgett and Jennie
Webb, aftei which the following question was read: Resolved, That the farmer
has a more difficult problem to solve in
marketing his products than in purchasing his supplies. The discussion was
comprehensively opened by O. B. Dow
and Sidney Tibbetts and was continued
by O. W. Lane; J. H. McKinley; G. H.
York; F. P. Webb; D. M. Kimball and
Albert Lowe. Many points o£ interest
were brought out in thr remarks of the
Mr.

that

he is on “the waterwagon” you will soon meet an old
friend and have a long and pleasant
chat with him.

To dream that you are drunk and
accumulated your jag from
Dreamland booze indicates that riches
have
and

honors, now wholly unforeseen,
to come to you; probably through
making the acquaintance of a man
now unknown to you who will
put you
in the way of making your fortune. To
the unmarried man it signifies that
he is beloved bj a woman ot whom he
has, as yet, scarcely thought, and that
she will make an excellent wife. But
to dream that you have tasted no liquor and yet are drunk is accounted
a
bad sign.
You will soon commit
are

J.

Curtis;

and

way it’s made, it’s not
that William Tell is so clean
and pure and fine.

surprising

Tell him—WILLIAM TELL.

Your grocer knows.

SWAN-WHITTEN

COMPANY

W.L. COOK

Alberta Nickerson and Maude

”"'0000*^^

the meeting

was

closed

with

Mi

ll

On Cold Days,Hot Te?s

On Hot Deys.CoId Tea.

the

; Undertaker

Many regrets were expressed that
State Master Thompson was unable to be
present, but all agreed that a profitable
day had been spent.
The next meeting will be with Comet
grange, in Swanville. Jan. 12, 1921.
Address of wplcome by Doris Thayer.
Response by W. F. Evans. Election and

1
~

Licensed Embalmer
License 377.

Beltast,

Maine.

Tel. 61-3

installation of officers.

A program will
be presented if time permits.—Clara D.

E

|

“To whom shall I go to get advice on
how to succeed in life?”
“Go to some one who has failed; the
successful people are too busy to talk.”
—Boston Transcript.

THE JOB ABOVE YOU
IS perfectly legitimate for you to
keeping an eye with a view to
future possession on the job above
you. Some of us have perhaps reached
tlie pinnacle of our ambition, but that
number is small. There is something
ahead that is better and it is right to
try for it, to plan for it, to get it. But
don't make the mistake of slurring
your present job because you think
you are fit for a better one. The best
way in tbe world to get that rise is
to fill your present position as well as
it can be filled. There is very little
really thorough work being done. The
girl who is thorough in what she does,
who can be definitely depended upon,
will attract notice. Doing your work
well is more important than many
women think.

ITbe

Smalley’s

TEA

York.

iniiiiiiiiiiimimmiimimiiimiiiiiimiiin

ROCkLAND.CAMDEN
and BELFAST

Sold by Dealers in this Neighborhood

AUTO

Thurston & Kingsbury O’,

Bangor,

Maine

t

£ l

)

Leave H >£el R<ckland daily, calling at
Thorndike Hotel at 7 a. ,n. at 12,30 p. m.
Leave Windsor Hotel, Belfast daily at

^

10.30 a. m. and 4 30 p, m.
These cars connect with McLaughlin’s
Bus to Bangor.
This sch dule will be run as near or
time as possible until further notice.;

j
for
aches*

relief
Whrming
rheumatic

LIE’S just used Sloan’s
* Liniment and the
quick
comfort had brought a smile
of pleasure to his face.
Good for aches resulting
*

One woman whom f know was sup-

Kill That Cold With

ARTHUR S. SMALLEY
Telephone

436-2

ROi KLAND

Notice

from weather exposure,

posed to make clippings for her employer in regard to the business of
the firm, clippings from a large num-

sprains, strains, lame back,
overworked muscles.

PenejJJ'
70$ trates without rubbing. All
$1.40 druggists have it.

FOR

Liniment
fa——■

i
;

‘QUININE

CASCARA

Sloa

Colds, Coughs

Wkjdpgrij;.

AND

La

Grippe

i

Neglected Colds
Take

no

are

Dangerous

chances. Keep this standard remedy handy for the first
Breaks up a cold in 24 hours
Relieves
Grippe in 3 days—Excellent for Headache

sneeze.

—

Chinese

8

in this form does not affect the head—Cascara is best Tonic
Laxative—No Opiate in Hill’s.

Quinine

Pendants

A. S.

Lace Collars
Fans

102.0

Waist Patterns

HEAL,

Bridge Street, Belfast, Maine

Centerpieces

farther.
You don’t need to be a grind and a
Irudge to do your work so well that
you will be taking the Job above you
is soon as it is vacant—or can be
created. You do need to be interested
in what you are doing now, to be
ready to develop its possibilities, to

TO NOTIFY the public
that I have said my marble
business on High Street to
C. A. Bruce, but have not sold
my GRANITE SHOP on BRIDGE
STREET, or gone out of business
I am now
as has been reported.
whole
attention
to
devoting my
the quarrying and manufcturing
of granite. You will always find
something doing here and a variety of finished work to select from.

1WISH

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

Necklaces

Lunch Sets

go

Mats,

Expert

Etc.

For Christmas Presents,
Call

INCUBATOR^,

and see them.
■

ASSURE BIG HATCHES

SUE M. PARI RIDuE
AMV L. WILSON.

relationship between what
you are doing and tbe work of the organization as a whole. It is work
the

done without interest and hope that
is hard. It leads nowhere, and it is
boring. Keep alive in the job you are

Chicks That Live and Grow

FULLER C. WEN 1

Masonic

improves
BUY FOR RESULTS BUY A QUEEN
Catalog and Booklets on request. Write today.

Treasurer.

The Fraternities Hea'th

pulpwood operator

Dr. A. M.

Lothrop

Colonial Theatre

TELEPHONE 336-3

|"
j

RENT for family of two,
No children.

few furnished rooms.
Inquire at Journal office.

or a

27tf

WANTED

( FURNISHED

Buy your protection in the Fraternities
leading health and accident associa-

tion in Maine.

Building

1

Trucking

and Accident Asso.
the

DENTIST

41tf

CHARLES S. TAYLOR Agent,
I8tf
Havford Block. Belfast, Me.

prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving •
ing.
Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
I

Icmple, Room 6,

Residence at 45

_Kendall AWhitney Co Poison"

WORTH,

Belfast, Dec. 8, 1920.-3w51

MAINE.

S. C. Pattee, VI. 0.,

Incubators all sizes built to
last for years. Doubly insulated. Loss of
heat impossible. Every improvement that

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
12,279, issued by this bank, has
been lost and application has be:n made for
a duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing new books.

For Scorched Garments.
Hold the stain left by too hot an
Iron under running water for a few
minutes and it will Quickly disappear.

BELFAST,
Phone 126 4.

QUEEN

Book No.

(Copyright.)
-O-—

Kiano Tuning
and Repairing
LLOYD D. MsKiSN,,.

Strong, Healthy Chicks

Belfast Savings Bank

In.

CASTORia

*

Considering the

usual ceremonies.

(Copyright.)

FOR FLETCHER’S

grain.

Pomona expressed its appreciation of
the hospitality of Harvest Home grange

terpretations were expounded years
and years before the dry amendment
to the Constitution was thought of.

Children Cry

clean.

We then take off the outside hull, and use
only the fine, rich inside portion of the

Mudgett.

It is but fair to the oracle and soothsayers to state that these dream In-

from the eastern
part of the State who was in Bangor recently, reported a sharp decline in prices
of spruce wopd. He exhibited contracts
made with a pulp company in October at
(18.50 a cord for rough wood and (28.50
for peeled, and said that today he could
not get mors than (12 or (13 a cord for
rough, while the price of peeled wood,
not long ago as high as (30, is down to
(19 to (22 a cord. On future contracts,
it is to be expected, wages will be reduced to correspond.—Bangor News.

perfectly

point and W. M. Webb re-appointed the
program committee of last year, namely:
Clara P. York; Velzora Nickerson; Mary

If you dream that you got drunk on
you are going to boast of your
rich relations, and of wealth which
you do not possess.
Also, to see another man drunk means that you will
do something foolish.

A

know that it is

the question received the greater support.
New business was resumed at this

water

see

ordinary flour. So we scour our wheat
six times, one after another, until we

several members and the affirmative of

foolish action.

ber of papers, and to leave these on
his desk. It occurred to her that he
lost a good deal of time in running
She began arrangover these slips.
ing them according to topics, and she
fastened to each hunch of clippings a
of their contents carefully
resume
It wasn’t much perhaps, but
made.
He
it looked good to that employer.
kept his eye on that young woman.
She had aroused his interest.
Presently she suggested the feasibility of issuing a small pamphlet
made up of Items from these clippings, a monthly record of what appeared in the public prints that was
The idea was
most to the point.
adopted and worked well.
A girl like that does not stay down.
She is now private secretary and advertising manager to that employer,
at an excellent salary. And she will

One or two scourings might do for an
ordinary flour, but William Tell is not an

manner

speculation or business which will be
highly profitable. Should one of these
dream-friends refuse to join you, de-

JESSIE ROBERTS

William Tell
Flour

that all were bountifully served.
After the usual social hour, the meet-

sure

and there, seeing old acquaintances,
say “What's your’s, boys?” indicates,
if everything is
pleasant and convivial,
that you will soon embark in some new

By

about the wheat for

th^

in the realm of shadows. Old boozenow reduced to taking their
tipple and consorting with their inebriated associates in Dreamland only,
may gather what solace they can from
the fact that oracles and soothsayers
regard as of generally favorably omen
dreams in which the late John Barleycorn
conspicuously figures. And it
may be laid down as a rule that if you
take your “lieker” in dreams alone it
won't hurt you. In fact, it will have
just the contrary effect to taking it
over a real bar.
To go Into a Dreamland barroom—the only one now open

|

Maude Dow.

York

fighters,

How to Succeed—How to Get
to
Make
Good
Ahead—How

thoroughly .scoured your silverwareusix
times, you’d know that it was clean,
wouldn’t you? That’s the way we feel

Six granges were represented and favorably reported, wi;h one exception.
After a short business session, G. H.

It is not too much to say that the

E
E

with

duly opened

Secretary,
ards, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Tibbetts and

situation there is positively shocking,
and the drys ought to get busy at once

1

was

Master F. Porter Webb in the
chair.' Temporary officers were as follows,
O. B. Dow; Assistant Stew-

thirst.”

THE GIRL ON THE JOB

meeting

Worthy

DRINK-

that booze has “gone glimthrough the dream of
things that were-’ it is interesting to
investigate'the alcoholic conditions In
Dreamland, “Where there ain’t no Ten
Commandments and a man can raise a

some

Six good successive scourings! If you

Dec. 8.

NOW
mering

claring

«

am

High Street.

Telephone 338-2

40

CHICHESTER S PILLS
ua 1-eoM-ver a

s

uuutona onM/Jla

k 1'IIU in Red and Sold mettUnllV
boxes, sealed with Blue RlbboaJ
't§ Take no other. Bor of roar ▼ a
W Dranrlat. Ask forCIII^mmfl
DIAMOND BRAND
I yean known as Best, Cafest,Always Re^ehiC

Q

PlUAfall

f

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVFfcWQi.

will receive prompt attention.

Telephone connection.

GET INTO BUSINES"—Watkins’ 137
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
products sell to every farmer. If you
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.
Write
own auto or team can give bond.
today for information where you can get
territory for selling products of largest
institution of kind in the world. Twenty
million users. J. R. WATKINS CO., A GOOD HORSE—weig it about 1200.
roy h. sojr.rvi)
4w51*
Dept. Ill, Winona, Minn.

Wanted

SURETY
BD1MDS
Why ask your friends to take the risk!
Let the National ’Snrety Co. bond von
CHARLES S. TAYLOR, Local Asent,
Hayford Block, Beltas}, Maine,

Christmas

Several neighbors and friends of Mrs.
Jennie Boulter made a bee Tuesday and
cut and hauled her some wood, for which
she is very grateful.

Greeting—1880

(To Percy A. Sanborn)

Where Christmas

Dear Percy: Time’s slow-rolling canvas
here
Brings to the light another Christmas

Gifts Abound

Day.
The bells that ring out peal on peal,
The crunching snow beneath each has-

Jewelry,

Clocks,

Watches,

Sterling and Silver Plated Goods
Christmas is the best time to
beautiful

j

new

start

get
pattern of table silver.
a

ly blew,

Are now before

if by

me as

a

on a

rarer

still,”

Has been well said by someone in a song.
Am I deceived, if this for us I claim,
That I to you and you to me, the same
Will ever be, though life be ne’er so long,
Nor space nor absence shall the affection
kill.

A Fine Line ot FOUNTAIN PENS

friendship
field,

Not

In marts of

born

trade,

or

on

bloody battle-

Calendars for 1921

So

fate for this, that though

thank I

henceforth,

Is but

j

j

The el bing tides of fortune from us flow,
I can recall the happy times that were—
Nature’s rich revelations, when with her
We held communion, and when, soft and

Views of Maine and the White Mts.

an

WINDOW

index of the beautiful

us

And, too, the muses
Though I a novice

goods within.

of

the secrets

about Xmas prices.
the other.

JEWELER,

So

send

2 20
74
7
4
24a25
10
25
Pork,
8
Rye meal,
2 10
Shorts,
11
Sugar,
0 00
Salt, T. L,
10
Sweet potatoes,

business

Curtis, Mrs. Harry Perry, Mrs. C. N
j Meyers, Mrs. William Goodell. Mrs. J.
; w- Black, Mrs. N. F. Gilkey, Mrs. Fred
| Burr, Mrs. Joseph Sweetser and Miss

engagefor that evening he will be on
hand early. All of the children
of the
parish and those who have no other
church home are
invited, and parents,
older brothers and sisters and
friends are
ments

N. H.

Mrs. Lilia Blee returned last Thursday
relafrom a visit of several weeks with
tives in Jersey Shore, Penn.

rived home.

The Ladies’ Aid of the
Methodist
Schools in town closed Friday for a church held
a
very successful before
Brown
Helen
Miss
two weeks’ vacation.
Christmas sale at the church vestry last
of the intermediate school will spend her
Thursday afternoon from 2 to 5. Things
Lincolnville.
in
home
her
vacation at
were disposed of
quickly and by the midMiss Rilla Carlon left last Thursday dle of the afternoon
practically everyfor Hartsdale, N. Y., where she will spend thing was sold.
The fancy table was"
the remainder of the winter as the guest presided over by Mrs. N. F. Atwood and
of Prof, and Mrs. Gerry Calkins and Mrs. E. W, Gilkey.
Aprons were sold
family,
by Mrs. Melvina Hichborn and Mrs.
Searsport High school basketball team Shepard Shute. The candy table was in
has two victories to their credit already charge of Miss Vivian Vincent and Miss
Cooked food was dispensed
and things look very bright. The trip Lucie Carr.
to Castiue last Friday was made in a by Mrs. George Towle and Mrs. Charles
motor boat, the boys returning home af- Clark. Towels were sold by Mrs. SumSmall and Mrs. J. R. Davis, and pillow cases by Mrs. Eva Cunningham and
Mrs.
J. F.
Eames. Small decorated
Christmas trees adorned the tables, Mrs.
E. W. Gilkey and Mrs. Livona Williams

Capt. and Mrs. Harry Perry arrived recently from Bath, where Capt. Perry’s
command, one of the steamers of the
Texas Oil Co., is on dry dock for a few
having charge of the decorations. A
days at the Texas Co.’s y ard. Mrs. Perry
large sum was cleared.
has taken two trips wi h her husband to
Texas and return and she will spend the
EDWARD ALDEN
remainder of the winter in Brooklyn, N.
Edward
Alden, a former Belfast lawY.
Miss Louise Dickerson Leib, director
of physical training at Glen Eden School,
is spending the Christmas holidays at the home of her aunt,
Mrs. John M. Burleigh, in South Berwick. Mrs. Ellen Leib, who has been

Stamford, Conn.,

the guest of relatives in North Adams,
Mass., for several months, has returned
to South Berwick and will spend the re-

yer, died at his

Brooklyn,

Anchor Chapter, O. E.

S.,

has elected

Y.,

home,

593 E 19th

street,

Dec. 14th.

He was the
last of the children of Hiram
Orlando
and Emily (Bingham) Alden and

lived

many

bert

years in what is now the Mrs. AlC.
Burgess residence on Church

street.

His first wife was
Adelaide, a
of Capt. John Cousens of BelA son by this marriage, Carlos

daughter
fast.

Coolidge,

mainder of the winter with her sister, survives.
Mrs. Burleigh.
at
the following officers forthecoming year:
Worthy Matron, Mrs. Agnes Gilkey;

N.

a

prominent New York lawyer,
Nov. 15, 1887, he was married

Thompsonville, Conn., to Miss Agnes
Ronald, who survives him. In former
years Mr. Alden frequently visited
here,

but their last visit was to attend the
Worthy Patron, William Parse; Associ- funeral of his sister, Mrs. Mary Alden
ate Matron, Miss Lillian Runnells; Con- White, who died several
years ago. Mr.
ductress, Mrs. Annie Mortland; Associate Alden is very favorably remembered
by
Conductress, Mrs. Ella Sweetser; Secre- the Belfast associates of his earlier life.
T
Mrs.
Louise
reasurer,
Fletcher;
tary,
Mrs. Elizabeth Goodell. Other officers
SOUTH MONTVILLE.
Installation will take
are
appointive.
in
place
January.
O. W. Ripley was a business caller in
Searsport friends of Mrs. Andrew Belfast Saturday.
Munkewitz (Miss Jeanette Salvage) will
J. Q. Adams, the master elect of So.
be interested to learn that she has been
Montville Grange, is in Lewiston this
since last fall on a long trip with her
week in attendance on the State Grange.
husband, Capt. Munkewitz, the trip inThe Community chairman, O.W. Ripley
cluding stops at Hamburg, Germany,
has secured a large membership for the
and
Buenos
Valpariso,
Bilboa, Spain,
Waldo Co. Farm Bureau, and later exAires and Santos, S. A. Mrs. Munkepects there will be an Extension School
witz has enjoyed the trip greatly, but
held at this place under the direction of
writes that she is now ready to return
Co. Agent, N. S. Donahue.
home, which they expect to do some
The Ladies’ Aid held its annual supper,'
time this month.
sale and entertainment at the Grange
An enjoyable afternoon was spent by
Hall Monday evening, Dec. 13, with a
the members of the White Elephsnt Aucentertained by Mrs. Frank Curtis
at her home. Ten guests were present
and score cards, prizes, etc
helped to

crowded house. The supper was one of the
best, the program good and the sale a
great success. Mr. George Fogg and
Mrs. Abbie Bryant were the lucky ones
to draw the qniltB. The net proceeds

bear out the Christmas idea.

were

tion Club last

Wednesday,

when

they

were

Mrs. N. F.

Gilkey won the first prize, a package of
attractive cards. The consolation, a box
of Christmas tags, was awarded to Mrs.
William Goodell.
Sandwiches, fancy
cakes and tea were served. The guests:
Mrs. A. B. Pendleton, Mrs. Henry G.

$59.66.

George W. Furbish, who spends his
in
Northport, writes from
Haynesville, where he is spending the
winter cutting lumber, that he is enjoying the winter and that the lumber ia of
the very best even to the fire wood made
of the waste.
summer

as our

to

It is

us

very

the

greetings this clear winter

I

as

sit

you

before

the

A HEALTHFUL
HABIT
Protect

your vital forces
and build up your resistive-powers with a little

MEN’S and WOMEN’S BEAUTIFUL WIGWAM HOUSE SLIPPERS

crackling

Fill with the sparkling wine the Christmas cup
Full to the brim, and as you lift it up,
Drink to the absent one, and happy days,
That grow in sweetness as they pass
from sight-

home

on

the station road.

SCOTT’S
EMULSION
thrice

daily

TWO

NINETEEN

after meals.

1 ens of thousands

WORTH A THIRD MORE

that
Scott's
taking
Emulsion is a
healthful habit

daily

I^jcott

prove

& Bowne, Bloomfield.

N.

J.

Collector’s Notice of Sale
STATE

Land

Percy L. Aiken.

Lily

A. Baker.

Sarah

E. Bond.

Mary F. Frye.

Wi nnifred G. Kerwin,

OF

MAINE

side of Court St. at south end.
Lot on S, E. Corner of Congress St. and Bradbounded
N. by Bradbury St; E. by
bury Sr.;
Bradman; S. by City of Belfast, and W. by
Congress St..
Land and buildings on W Eideof Bangor road;
bounded N. by R. B. Stephenson; E. by hignway; S. by Colson.
Land and buildings on N. W. corner of Perkins’ road and Northport avenue; bounded
N. by Effie and Clarence Cilley; east and
south by highway.
Land bounded by Lot 25 and Bangor road.
on

Fast

..

1

40

3 4

$5 30

1

39

14

10.60

1

29

3

I

50
25
28

2
12
16

3

35

RIGHT WHEN YOU NEED THEM!
MEN’S AND WOMEN’S

COMFY SLIPPERS

ONE

00

SIXTY-NINE

37 10
7 95

Emma F. Whitten heirs. Land being S. E corner of Lot 26 in Div 2;
bounded N, by Lottie Crosby; E. by Staples;
S. by lot owned by City of Belfast, and west
26
6
5.30
by Shaw.. 2
EDMUND WILSON, Tax Collector
3w62

All

Unpaid

taxes

on

colors, best quality worth

a

third more,

PARIY OVERSHOES

Collector’s Notice of Sale of Lands of Non-Resident Owners;

ner

ter the game.

answers

that people have responded
so generously to our efforts in this
direction
Now there are only two days left to do
your
Xmas buying. Read carefully the
following
and see the remarkably low prices we are
quoting on very desirable Xmas gifts. Better
still, come in and look them over before you
do your final Xmas shopping.

Ripogenus, Capt. Saunders,
Unpaid taxes on lanr’s situated in the City of Belfast, in the County of Waldo, for the year
invited too. There will be a
192C.
tree, music
arrived Saturday morning with coal from
and games; in
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the City of Belfast,
the
merriest
fact,
kind
of
Northern
Norfolk, Va., for the Great
for the year 1921', committed to me for collection for said city, on the fifteenth day of July.
an
evening for little foiks.
Those
in 1920, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said u-xes, interest and charges, are
:
Co.
Paper
| charge are Mrs. Elbert Monroe, Mrs. not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxfd as is sufficient to pay th amount due
Donald R. Russell, who for several f red
th erefor, including interest and charges, will be sold at outlie auction at the office of the City
Smith, Mrs. Joseph Sweetser, Mrs. Clerk,
I
Norththe
in the Memorial Builcing in said city, on the first Monday of February, \920, at nine
by
been
has
employed
months
Wi|liam Parse, Mrs. Elizabeth Whittier o’clock, a. m,:
N. Y., has ar- j
way Motor Co. in Albany,
and the class of young girls.
Owners
L'iv.
Lot
Acres Tax
Description of Property
Steamer

complaining

one

Decembiggest Xmas
experienced. Just one

we

thing
gratifying

In Belfast, Dec. 20,
Stephenson.
Mrs. Vienna M. Stephenson, aged 54
years, 6 months and 19 days.

The Old Faimeis’ Almanac has just
Sally Dow.
made its regular annual visit to the
and
discharging
Steamer Ruth finished
Although it was born
A real jolly old fashioned Christmas Journal office.
129 jearsagoand has the wisdom which
sailed Friday for Norfolk.
tree and frolic will be given the children
is gained by age and experience, it is
Mrs. I. H. Havener and daughter Ma ry of the
Congregational Sunday school even more vigorous than it was in its
on a
shopping
in
Bangor
spent Friday
Friday, Christmas Eve, at the church 1 early life and is likely to live at least a
trip.
vestry. Arrangements have been made a couple of centuries longer.
Burto.i Bailey left Saturday to spend to have Santa Claus present, and on acWalter Carter has ir cvtd his family
the Christmas holidays with relatives in count of his having numerous
from H. A. Shibles’ rent to his new

Portsmouth,

Possibly

have ever
did it— LOW PRICES.

36 years.

their approval lent,
was, compared with

night;

And

I

Barge Exeter is at the dock with coal
for the B. & A. road.

are

We have no reason to complain,
ber sale slips so far, show the

RETAIL MARKET

Lime,
Oats,
Oat Meal,
Onions,
Oil, kerosene,
Pollock,

blaze,

SEARSPORT.

complaining about their Xmas

are

trade—-Some people

ALDEN. In Brooklyn. N. Y., Dec. 14,
Edward Aider, formerly of Belfast.
DODGE. In Lincolnville, Dec. 18, Grace
Matilda Dodge, formerly of Belfast, aged
43 years, 9 months and 14 days.
Ford.
In Brockton, Mass., Dec. 14,
Ibra R. Ford, formerly of Belfast, aged

you;
I could appreciate, if not employ
The pencil deft, the violin’s tones of joy,
The brush that stole tints from the rainbow’s hue,
The play on words that with your pathos
bient.

District Watch Inspector M. C. R. R.

|

merchants

earth.

We will gladly lay away any goods you may
select for Xmas. Call in. Positively no trouble
to show goods.

H. J. LOCKE & SON,

low,
whispered

She

00a35 00
14
30
Lambskinsl 25a 1 50
20
Mutton,
1 00
Potatoes,
Round Hog,
20
Straw, 20 00a24 00
26a32
Turkey,
2
Tallow,
22
Veal,
Wool, unwashed, 40
Wood, hard, 8 00
6 50
Wood, soft,

DIED.

yield.

Interior Photos for Old Colonial Homes,

Hay, $30
Hides,
Lamb,

nursed by mutual

No selfish aim in this have you or I.
It grew in pleasant talk, in jollity,
Strange-ending prose, and meriy joust
of rhyme,
And sports which human nature’s frailty

IALSO

L_ OUR

35a38
18a32
1 10
Cracked corn. 1 10
Corn meal,
1 10
40
Cheese,
2 60
Cotton seed,
17
Cranberries,
75
Clover seed,
12 50al5 00
Flour,
H. G. seed,
9 00
22
Lard,

crime,

j Wallace Nutting
Sawyer’s

Apples,

SOME

PAID PRODUCER

MARKET

Beef, corned,
Butter, salt,
Corn,

spell.

“True love is rare, true friendship

THE LEADING MAKES.

j

PRODUCE

per bush,
75a 100
7
Beans, pea,
H
Beans, y. e.,
stay—
50a 55
Some sad, some happy, and yet all are, utter,
14a 15
Beef, gides,
dear.
13al4
Beef, f. q.,
36
The why and wherefore sure 1 cannot Cheese,
50
tell,
Chicken,
40
But mostly are they linked with thoughts Calf Skins,
35
of you.
Duck,
80
Your face is foremost in the crowding E gs,
40
throng;
Fowl,
32
The incidents of our acquaintance long— Geese,
The sun that shone, the winds that softRETAIL PRICE

their Holiday stock complete.

1

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

tening heel,
Revive such scenes as in my memory

H. J. LOCKE & SON
Announce

EDWARD O. THORNDIKE

BY

STATE OF MAINE
lands situated in the town of Burnham, in the County of Waldo, for the year

Extra high cut (12 buttons), warm
white fleece lining, not clumsy like most

1920.

following list of t8xes on real estate of non-resident owners in the town of Burnham
aforesaid, for the year 1920, committed to me for collection for said town on the fifteenth day
of May, 1920, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes with interest and
charges are rot previously paid, sq much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at
public auction at Town Hall in said town, on the first Monday in February, 1921, at nine
o’clock a. m.
Amount of Tax Due
Name of Owner
Including Interest and Charges
Description of Property
Real Estate...
Heirs of William Basford.
$ 195
Real Estate.
16 20
Everett E. Libby.
Real Estate...
46 60
Archie Bickford.
Real Estate
115 00
A. L Green.
Real Estate.
1 70
Ollie Gerald,
Real Estate.
12 40
W. C. Hunt.
Real Estate.
10 50
C. E. Libby.
Real Estate.
4 80
Ada Davidson,
Real Estate.'.
8 60
Charles Twitchell.
Real Estate.
6 70
Nathan Weston.
Real Estate.
12 40
-Bowden.
A. H. Bennett,
Real Estate.
39 00
Real Estate.
77 00
Clyde Smith.
Real Estate
1 96
W. R, and George Whitten.
D. M. Susi.
Real Estate.
241 36
Patrick Cody.
Real Estate.
153 00
A. S. WATSON.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Burnham
Dec. 20, 1920—3w62
The

|

overshoes, but dainty, well fitting. A
splendid present to any woman. Better
still,our price is THREE NINETY-FIVE,
instead of $5.00.

SReSiimmore
□

..

Collector’s Notice of Sale Cf Lands of Non-Resident Omers
Unpaid

STATE OF MAINE
situated in the town of Palermo,

in the County of Waldo, for the
1920.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non resident owners in the town of Palermo,
aforesaid, for the year 192o, committed to me for collection for said town on the 29th day of
April. 1920, remain unpaid; aid notice is hereby given that if said taxes with interest and
charges are not previously paid, sc n uch cf the leal estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, including intireEt end charges, will be sold without further notice at
public auction at the Brauch Mills Grange Hall, in said town, (the same being the place where
the last preceding annual town meeting of said town was held) on the first Monday of February, 1921, at nine o’clock a. m.
Tax on Real
Name of
No,
Description of
Acres.
Value.
Owner.
Estate,
Real.Estate.
W. H. Blake. W. W. Pullen farm...
$200.00
$ 9.80
Eva Cbadsey.Farm bounded On N.by land of E. H. Foster,
W. S. Jones, and New Cemetery; E by town
road, land of E. H. Foster and Audbury, Ste
ens; S. by land of W. W, Pullen and S. E, Turner; W. by land of S. E. Turner, John Brown
40
400.00
8.27
estate and Mrs, C. A. Newhall.*..
David Dow., .Morrison Place; bounded on N. by Freedom
town line; E. by land of E, G. Griffin; S. by
250.00
12.50
Bryant lot and town road; W. by Bryant lot...
Fred Jones.Land bounded on N. by land of Gertrude Turner; E. by land of C. A. Phillips; S. by land of
Everett Cunningham and E. W. Chadwick; W.
40
100 00
4.90
by town road and land of E. W. Chadwick.

taxes

on

lands

year

J. Nelscn estate....Farm bounded on N by land of H. M. and W.
E. Nelson and G. M. Crommett; E. by land of
A. L. Linscott and town road; S. by land of C.
H. Bach elder; W. by Branch pond. 140
F. W. Jordan.Farm bounded on N. by land of W. J. Linscott; E. by land of Mrs. F. G. Moore; S, by
land of M. M. Trask and W. H. Grady; W. by
land of W. J. Linscott. 105
A. J, Long.Land bounded on N by land of A. W. Worthing; E. by land of Mrs. C. W. Newhall; S. by
land of A. J. Long; W. by China town line.
A. J. Long.Land bounded on N. by land of A. J. Long; E.
by land of Martha Turner.
Wilder Young—........Land bounded on N. by Freedom town line;* E.
by town;road;*S. andsW.|by land of M. Delaney

Palermo. Maine, Dec, 20,*1920.
8w62

Collector of Taxea for the

Town^of

Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
December, A. D. 1920.
Charles R. Coombs, administrator of the estate of Albertine iShaw, late of Belfast, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having pre-

At

a

sented

M.

~

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 14th day of December, 1920.
Isabel A. Nutt, executrix of the will of Franklin B. Nutt, late of Freedom, in said County,
deceased, having presented her second,and
final account of administration of said estate
for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
11th jday of January next, and show cause.if
any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed,
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

760.00

31.86

a ;

petition praying

that

he may

be

licensed to sell and convey at public or private
sale certain real estate belonging to saidgdeceased, situated in Belfast and described in

petition.
Ordered, That

said

800,00

350.00

260,00

30.61

the said petitioner give notice
to all persona interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks succes-

sively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
published in Belfast, that they may appear at a
17.15 Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County .on the 11th day of January, A.D. 1921, at ten of the clock before noon,
12.26 tnd show
cause, if ary they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner Bhould not be granted
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
1.47

80 00
S. E. BOWLER,
Pal ermo for the year 1920.

A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson. Register.

Collector’s Notice or Sale of Lands of Non-Resi±: On*
STATE

UnP1920taXeS
The

0n

OF

lBnda 8‘tuated in the town of

MAINE

Frankfort,

iu the

Couii>>

following

list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners
aforesaid, for the year 1920, committed to me for collection for said t
April, 1920, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby g ven that if sail’charges are not previously paid, so much of the real esta e taxed
amount due therefor, including interest and
charges, will be sold wt
public auction at K, of P. Hall in said town, on the first Monday in 1a. m.:

Name of Owner.
Evelyn Cooper.
Fred W. Curtis.
Oowner and Mary E.

Littlefield,

Eugene C. Don worth.
n

Carrie L.

Larrabee,

Uu^ery*

Arthur Snow estate.
T

Lindley Sprague.
D

Pembroke Tozier.

Heirs of Rose Tasker.
Trustees of...
Mt.
Waldo Granite Works.
Arthur Ritchie.
Kenneth Rollins.
A, K. Spear.

20 A

Mt'

j( ^

22 A.

Description

of

Property.

N. by Everett Sanborn estate; E by
Quarry ‘°t: Wl by K T' Keilly

Wald)0 N. by
Dwelley lot;
J
) Kaller; W. by
199

t

E. by Sprague

estate of Dan Drew

\

by Geo. C. Wood; E. by Penobsc t
McCambridge; W. by F. C. McCambridge
115 A.
N. by Marsh stream; E. by Charles Y
Clark; W. by McNeil & Grant..
1*4 A. N.E. and W. by Jennie Cass estate; ^
1 A.
N. by town road; E by Thornton Clark
Clark; W by N. S. Blethen.
1-8 A. N. by Hayward Pierce estate; E. by t
H. Pierce; W. by railroad.
1 1-4 A. N. by Downes and Clark; E by tow
A. McKenney lot; W. by Monroe town line
100 A. N. by Edgar F. Wood; E. by Low h<
Hartson estate; W. by Aug. Walker estate
1 A. N. by J. E.
Bagley and stream; E. by l
town road; W. by J. E. Bagley.
B
J
N

j

t

j
j

i

[
v'

;jl

( 100 acres) North by Sanborn estate and tow
and
V Marsh stream or river; S. by 1
(buildings) Chadwick line.
w. H.
Collector of Taxes of ih'
Frankfort. Me., Dec. 16, 1620.—Sw62

1

^
\

1

^

<

m
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